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Primary sensitizat ion of naive T cells to haptens by Langerhans dcndritic cells 
generated frol11 cord blood CD34+ precursors. N. Rougier M.J. Garia7.zo G. 
Red7.iniak D. Schmitt e. Vincent. INSERM U346, Pavilion R, Hopital E. Herriot, 
Lyon. France. 
Langerhans cells (LC) play a key role in contact hypersensi tivity reactions. The 
application of haptcns on the skin lead to many modifications of these cells including 
the increase of MHC II express ion, the increase of allogeneic stimulation potency and 
migration towards lymph nodes to activate T cells. Morever. it was shown that LC 
cultivated 111 vitro were able to induce a primary immune response to haptcns. We 
generate from cord blood CD34+ precursors the dendritic cells with caractcriSlics of 
LC (DCL) which represent only a part of the dendritic cells (DC) obtained. We show 
that these cells were able to sensitize syngeneic T cells to haptens like TNP and FITe. 
The response to TNI' is highcrthan to FITe whereas 5DS, an irri tant molecule used as 
control, is never cfTicicnl, Phenotypic analysis of cellular suspensions and experiments 
of cell sorting show that only CD l a cells were able to induce a stimulation of 
syngeneic T cells 10 TNI' or to FITC. Furthcnnore, we show a relationship between 
difTerenciation statc of DC and thcir ability to stimulate T Iymphocytcs. These cells 
were able to present haptens in efficient fashion during a period comprised between 
day 10 and day 14. Before day 10, this function is limitcd despite the presence of 
functional HLA-DI~ in MLR and the presence of effic ient accessory molecules in 
mitogenic tests. This results allowed the hypothesis of processing linked to maturation 
of cells. 
4C 
RELATIVE CONTRIBUTIONS OF EPIDERMAL AND DERMAL DERIVED 
ANTIGEN PRESENTING CELLS TO THE INDUCTION OF CONTACT 
HYPERSENSITIVITY. A Bouloc and S I K;uz. Dermatology Branch, NCI, 
Bethesda, MD. USA. 
During con tact sensiti zation, allergen is transported from skin to regional lymph 
nodes by cutaneous antigen presenting ce ll s (APC). In this study. we determined the 
relative contributi on of epidermal- and dermal - derived APC to the induction of 
contact sens iti vity. Ear skin was removed from BALB/e mice I hour after painting 
with 20 III of 1% trinitrochlorobenzene (TNCB), and whole skin (ws) Or dispase-
separated epidermis (e) or dermis (d) were placed in organ culture. After 3 days. 
migrating APC were recovered .lI1d characteri7..ed. wsAPC and eAPC reproducibly 
stimulated proliferation of ill vivo primed T cells (5x 103 APC + 2x 105 T cells = 
25.589 cpm for wsAPC and 20.379 cpm for eAPC) whereas equal numbers of ~APC 
frolll painted skin and equa l numbers of migrating ce lls frol11 non painted skin did 
nOl induce T ce ll proliferation above background. In addition. 5x 104 eAPe from 
TNCR~ painlr.d sk in .'\cnsi ti zr.rI Iluiv ('. mice (h:Jptf>.n-indliced ea r swe lling 14 .24-/-
1.7x I0-2 mm vs 3.5 +/- 1.4x 10-2mm with eAPC from norl11al sk in). whi le dAPC 
from TNCB-painled skin did nOl sensitize nai ve mice. wsAPC. eAPe and dAPC 
presented antigen 10 primed T cells after TNCB modilicution in vitro equally well . 
indicaling that dAPC were active. Taken together, these data indicate that epiderntal -
derived. compared to dermal-derived, APC arc more parent sensitizers nfter in vivo 
exposure to contact allergens. 
8C 
EFFECTS OF CD40 LlGA110N ON NORMAL HUMAN KERATINOCYTE 
ACCESSORY FUNCTION. J Grollsson J P"gIlCl-Navarro D SchmjlI llNSERM U 
346. Lyon. Fmncc, 
Interactions of CD40 on nmigcn-prcscming ce lls wilh its ligund 011 aClivmcd T cells are 
known (0 playa key role in cellular, as well as humoral, immune responses. In a 
previolls study. we have dcmonstrutcd the expression of CD40 on nonnal human 
keratinocyles, especially 011 the basal cell layer. Here, we analyzed wether CD40 ligation 
on these cells could alter their phenotype and Lheir accessory function. To this end. 
normal human keratinocytcs werc grown for 2-4 days in DMEM medium supplemented, 
or not. with interferon-y (I FNy) using CD40-ligand transfected cells (CD40Lc), or 
control CD32 tr'lIlsfcctcd cells (CD32c). as feeders. Kcmtinocytes were then recovered 
and proccssed for phenotypical and functional assays. Results showed that, in the 
absence of IFNy, CD40 ligation on nonnal human keratinocytes did not induce ICAM-I , 
HLA-DR. 137-1. nor B7-2 at the cell surface. In ~te presence of IFNy, CD40 triggering 
did n OI alter the ex pression of U7 molecules but it resulted in cnhanced ICAM-l and 
dccrc,lsed f-ILA-DR ex pression on kenHinocytcs. We found that prior ligation in Lhc 
presence, or not, of IFNr did nOl alter the capacity of nonnal human kcratinocytes to 
mOllnt PH A or SEB dependcnt T ce ll proliferation. Furthcrmore. ker.lIinocytes grown on 
CD32c, or on CD40Lc as well, were quite unable to induce primary allogeneic T ceU 
reaction. Very interestingly. however, CD40 ligation on IFNy-treUlcd keraunocytes 
results in an cnlmnced autologous T cell response. Collectively, these results show that 
CD40 is functiona l on nomlal human kcmtinocytes and thilt it may playa ro le in sorne 
skin p.nhologics characterized by a T cell cpidennaJ infiltrate, such as psoriasis .U1d 
cutaneous T cclllYl11phomas. 
• Abstract nos. lC, SC, .lI1d 6C arc unpublished. 
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CDIOI , A MAJOR ANTIGEN FOR THE ACTIVATION OFT LYMPHOCYTES 
BY SKIN DENDRlTIC CELLS, IS IDENTICAL TO THE V.7 ANTIGEN. M. 
Ba"O! K Hal!· G 1 Freeman. L Boumsell A Bensuss3n Inserm U448. Htipital 
Henri Mondor. Cr6teil. France and *Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, Boston. MA. 
USA. 
CD 101 is a transmembrane alltigen defined by two monoclonal antibodies raised in 
our laboratory BB2? and BA2? We have shown that CDIOI is found on a major 
subpopulation of skin dendritic celJs expressing the following antigens: HLA-DR, 
CD la, CD lc, CDlla, CDllc, CD40, COSO. CD54, COSS, CDSO, CD83, and CDS6. 
CD 101 is a 140 kD homodimer expressed by skin dendritic cells, cells of the 
monocytcslmacrophages Iincage, a subpopulation of act ivated T lymphocytes , and 
the mOSt intestinru T lymphocytes. We used COS cell expression cloning 1.0 isolate n 
4.2 kB eDNA encoding CD 101. COS or Jurkatt cells transfected with Ute CDIOI 
cDNA were recognized by the anti-CDIOI monoclonal antibody BB27. DNA 
seq uencing of the CDIOI eDNA showed that CDIOI was extremely similnr to the 
recenUy identified T cell antigen V7. The CD 10 I cDNA sequence differed in the 
lransmembrane region and the 3' region. The monoclonal antibody. specitic for the 
V? protei n. recognized the CDIOI transfectnnts. The CDIO I/V? gene encodes a 
transmembrane protein containing seven immunoglobu lin type Ig-V domains in the 
extracellu lar domain. Cross-block experiments showed that BB27 and V7.1 
recognize distinct epi topes of the CDIOI molecule. BB27 and V7. 1 inhibit the 
activation of T lymphocytes by skin dendritic ce ll s. both in allogeneic reactions and 
in soluble antigen specitic renclions. This inhibition is overcome by addi tion of high 
doses of exogenous IL-2. CD 101 could thus be a ncw costimulatio ll molecule, which 
ligand remains to be detennined. 
7C 
Vascular permeability facto r (VPF/VEGF) release by human 
keratinocytes is up-regulated by contact allergens and down-
regulated by hydrocortisone. S PalaCiO, J.Viac, D. Schmitt. INSERM 
U346, H6pital Ed Herriot, 69437 Lyon 03. 
In allergic contact dermatitiS, keratinocytes are major target ce lls that can 
be activated to participate to the local reaction especially through the 
secretion of soluble mediators. Among the growth factors produced by 
keratinocytes, vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) is a powerful 
Inducer of permeability of endothelial cells, involved in inflammation. We 
determined whether different contact allergens, dinitrosulfobenzene (DNSB), 
para-phenylenediamine (pPD) and the metals nickel and chromium i1 
comparison to cobalt, described to mimic hypoxia, can modify the basal 
level of VEGF of normal human keratinocytes when tested at various, non-
toxic concentrations. The effects of hydrocOttisone were also tested. Our 
results showed an intense dose-dependent up-regulation of VEGF release by 
keratinocytes after treatments by metals and pPD. DNSB induced only a 
moderate increase of VEGF. Hydrocortisone reduced the basal level as well 
as the nickel-induced up-regulation of VEGF. These findings suggest that 
contact allergens up-regUlate VEGF expression in keratinocytes likely by 
different mechanisms and may directly contribute to the microvascular 
hyperpermeability which characterize contact dermatitis whereas 
hydrocortisone drastically reduces this expression. 
9C 
PRODUCTION OF IMMUNOREGULATORY CYTOKINES BY I·IUMAN EOSTNOPHILS 
F LcDl,;mnd·:....E.J:kl.o.poI1c. 0 Woedyt M Cuproot 
• Service de Dcrnllliologic A, CHRU. Lille. : Uni te INSERJ\o1 UI67, Ins! itul Pasteur. Litle, Fmnce. 
Many dcnnatologicnl discases nrc nssocililcd with an increased number of cosollophils in blood 
or tissues, which seems to be involved in the development and the persistcnce of the lesions as in 
alopic dcnnal'itis or bullous pemphigoid. In order to show a possible selective secretion of t)'PC 1 
or Iype 2 cytokincs we studied the expression of inununorcgulatory cytokincs by human 
cosinophils. PcriphcmJ blood cosillophils were purified by negative selection using the MACS 
system. Ancr pcnncabiJillitioll by saponin, they were incubated with specific monoclonal 
ruuibodics against IFNy. LL-2. IL- IO or lL-4 , and analyzed by now cylomcuy. Our results 
showed lhal IL-2, lEN},. Wld lL-IO were strongly detected in morc than 95% of the cosinophils 
isolated from healthy dOllors (n=3). or hypereosinophilic patients Ibullous pemph.igoid (n=4), 
atopic dcnnotitis (n=6), HES (n=3)j, suggesting thnt tllese three cytok:ines are constitutively 
produced. On the other hand. only a sma11 proportion o f the cells expressed IL-4 (33% ±27. 
MeIDl Fluorescence Intel1sity=20). Similar results were fOllnd by immunocytochemistry. After 18 
hours of culture. n second penk of fluorescence was observed (40% ±9, MFI=44), indicating thai 
eosinophils arc able to newly synthesize IL-4 . To confinn this hypothesis. we have used an 
inhibitor of protein secretion, brefeldin A. in our culture system. No chunges in the expression of 
IL·2, INFy, nnd 1L--IO were seen, whereas a strong increasc oflL-4 express ion wns detected (67% 
±22, MFI=90), showing that th is cytokine accumulates upon brefeldin A into cosinophi ls . 
Taken together these resu lts suggest thllt eosinophils can produce fUid secrete IL-4 , whereas lL·2, 
IFNy Wid IL- IO IU'C stored but not sccreted. 11lc fuet that cosinophjls are able to selectively 
secrete IL-4 , let us to speculate that they could be involved in the regulation of immune response 
and the development of diseases characterized by 111 2 responses . 
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RETINOIC ACJD RECEPTORS (RAR) a. AND y AND GLANDULAR 
METAPLASIA IN MOUSE SKIN. ~, G Cbeyalier,~· . II 
~ and 0 DhplIajlly. Biologic de In Diffdrcnciation EpitMli ,~e, LEDAC, 
UMR-CNRS 5538. lnstitu\ A. BonniO\ , La Tronche. Grenoble. "' lnslilul de 
Gt!n~tiquc et de Biologic Moldculaire ct Ccllulai rc , CNRs/INSERM/Uni vcrsi t~ 
Louis Pasteur, B.P. 163,67404 lllkirch Cedex, C.U. de Strasbourg. 
Retinoic acid (RA) trcaunem of embryonic mouse upper-lip skin leads to the 
development of cccrin glnndssinstcad of bair vibrissa folliculcs. This occurs at a 
eoncentration of RA ( 1.67. 10' M) Ihat is su[ficienl for indi rect activation of RX R. 
The form!jfion of glands after trealmCIll with aa agonist for Ule Ulree RARs (Ro 13· 
7410; 10M) confirms that these receptors arc directly involved. We therefore 
studied the potential involvclllelll of IWO RARs, a. et y, known 10 be expressed 
during e mbryonic skin morphogenesis, by using RAR a. and y knock·out mice and 
RAR a and y specific agonists. 
The up per· lip skin was dissected from 12. 5 and 13.5 day embryos. 111e explants 
were c ultu red for 48b On a grid in a dish conutining DMEM, 20% FCS and II 
retinoid first disolvcd in DMSO or in Lhc solvent alonc.l11c cxplants were ulcn 
grafted onto nude mice kidneys and allowed to develop for 9 days prior La analysis. 
The formation.9'f gland in U1C ex plants which we!e lreatcd ei Uler WiUl a RARa. (RO 
40-6055, 8. 10 M ) or a RA Ry (CD 437, 7.7. 10' M) specific agonist suggests Utal 
both RAR could be involved. Further suppon is provided by the fi nding Umt bOUI 
RARa -/. ruld RARy .,. embryonic skin explants arc capable of foml ing glomerular 
glands instead of hair vibri ssa follicles afler RA trcalmCni. H owcwer, lIlc mean· 
number of glands per explant was half less for RARy ·'· ( 6 ) than for Ute RARa. .,. 
( L2 ) explanlS. 
In conclusion, our resul ts continll lhe involvemenl RAR)' in mouse skin 
morphogenesis and show a panial redundance WiU, the RAR Ct. . 
13C 
EFFECTS OF CD 2665 , A SELECTIVE RAltP, Y ANTAGON IST ON THE 
RETlNOJD ACTIVITY TN HUMAN KERATINOCYTES AND FIBROBLASTS 
IN CULTUltE. P Ancien M e l ennir and S M ichel III Vitro Studies, CIRD 
GALDERMA. Sophin Anlipolis, 06560 Valbonne, France. 
The effects of ret inoids on the diAcrentiation of normal human keratinocytes in 
culture were investigated by measuring the expression level o f the cross-linking 
enzyme transglutarninase type I (TG I). CD 367, it potenl agonist or the thrce rctinoic 
acid receptors RARa , p and y inhibits in dose-dependent manner thc expression of 
this differentiation marker. CD 2665. a selective antagonist of the RARP, y pathway 
has no effcct when applied alonc but inhibits completely the down regulation of the 
expression ofTG I induced by CD 367. 
The retinoid acti vity was also detcrmined in human dcrmal fibroblast by determining 
the mRNA contenl S of CRABP 11. RARP lind ICAM· I using semi·quant ilative RT-
peR. C D 367 produced a dose-dependent up-regUlation of the transcription of these 
three markers. CD 2665 alone did nol produce any eftect but inhibited the activity of 
CD 367 on the expression of tbest mRNAs. 
The RAR content in these two cell types was determined by itT-peR experiment s. 
Normal human keratinocytes express both RARa. li nd y, while dermal fibroblasts 
contai n the three RA R SUbtypes, Thcse results show thnt the ret inoid act ivity in these 
cells is p robably mediated by RARy (andlo r RARP in fi brobl. sts), but not by RARa.. 
To confi rm this hypothesis, experiments with a selective RARa antagonist are in 
progress. 
16C 
CUTANEOUS CYP2E I INDUCTION AFTER TOPICAL TREATMENT BY 
DEXAMETHASONE, ETHANOL AND SALICYLIC ACro TN MOUSE. ~
A Mirrjooe PH V illard E Cmllll re H Scoma P Berbis B LlIcnrclle A Durand 
EA 2 194 and URA· CNRS 1924, Facuite de phannacie Marseille 
Expression and inducibility of cutaneous cytochromcs P450 remain hll'gely 
unknown . We studied CYP2E I (a known isofonn which activi.ltes procarcinogcns) ~U1d 
CYP3A subfamily expressions in livcr and skin microsomcs from mouse treated 
topically for four days by dexamethasone (an inducer of hepatic CYP3A), ethanol (an 
inducer of hepatic CYP2E I). and salicylic ncid (an inducer of hepatic CYP2E I). Widl 
the aim to study Ihe influence of Lhe route of adminislrauon. dexamcthasone was also 
administralcd illlmpcritone..1Ily. daily, for four days. Paranitrophenol-hydroxylase and 
erythrom ycine-N -dclllcthylase (ERD) enzymatic activities were dctermined, Cutaneous 
and hepatic expression of C YP2E I, CYP3A Hnd their mRNA were estimated 
r.spec ti vely by western blot and RT· PCR analys is. 
Results showed an increase in ERD hepatic ~Ic[ivity after dexamethasone treatment. 
Hepatic C YP3A expression was increased by topical and intraperitoneal administration 
of dexamethasone. Hepatic CYP2E I expression was not modified by the tested 
compound, Cutaneous CYP2E I cxpression was increased by topicaJ application of 
dexamethasone (8 fold) , ethanol (4 fo ld), and salicy lic acid (3 fold). InduClion of 
cutaneous CYP2E I aftcr intraperitoncal Lre.ltmcnt by dexmnethnsone was lower (4 
fold). C Uianeous C YP2E I mRNA was only increased ufter dexamethasone treatmenl. 
CYP3A and its IlIRNA were never detected in skin microsolllcs. 
In conclusion, we observed that lhe induction process can be different between tissues, 
TiSsue specific induction was observed for dcxamcllmsone (induction of hepatic 
CYPJA and of Cli taneous C YP2E I). Inducl ion mechunisl11s of culaneous CYP2E I 
could be differenl depending on the lested compounds. 
ABSTn..AC TS 817 
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THROM BOMODULl N, A FUNCTIONAL SURFACE PROTEIN ON HUMAN 
KERATINOCYTES, IS REG ULATED 13Y RETINOIC ACfD. P Senel N Peyri M 
Bemrd L Dubenrel MC Boffa. Unile INSERM 353 el service de Dermalologie, Bopil.1 
Saint L ouis, Paris. France. 
T hrombol1loduli n, a major anticoagulant prolcog lyca n of the endothelial cell 
mcmbmne, is :1 thrombi n receptor that aCIS ;IS a cofactor for protein C nctiva tion. It was 
previously shown thllt thrombomodulin, present in hUl11an cpidcmlis and in Iysates of 
cult ured kcrnti nocy tcs wns impiic.ucd in ccll ui:lr di ffcrcntinlion durin g mOllse fet3i 
development, T he role of retinoic acid in keralillocytc differcntiJtion prompted us to study 
rc tinoic acid reg ul ati on of thrombomodu lin exprcssion in primury cultures of 
kCfI\ tinocytcs isolated from adult human skin, grown III low (und ifferentiated 
kcnttinocYlcs) and l1onno1 calcium levels (di ffercntiated kcmlinocytes), Thrombomodulin 
anfi gen level and total and surface acti vities wcre mcasured in cu ltures without and with 
rclinoic acid. Thrombomodulin mRN A visualized by ifl situ hy brid i z~lti on was qUil ntificd 
by computer-based image analysis. Functional Ihrombomodu lin was cxpressed on the 
surfacc und in Ihe CytoplOl SIll of cult ured human kcra linocYlc!' I'cg.lrdlcss of Ihe ':l1cium 
concentration. In contfilst, rClinoic.: acid induced signific:tnl ri ses or tlte t01a 1 an ligen Icvcl 
and of surface :Ind intracellu lar thrombomodulin activities only in kcratinoc.ytes grown in 
:1 low·calciullll11cdi um. In these undiffcrentiated kcra tinocytcs, qU!lIIt ifi crtt ion of mRNA 
transcripts showcd a 3- fold incrcase aCl er reti noic acid stimulntion, Thus, function al 
thrombomodul in is a human keratinocytc surface protein whose expression is controllcd 
through the kcr:llinocytc's differcntiution program :lnd is mod ulmcd ill vitro by rctinoic 
acid. 
(acceptcd for publication ill Archives of Denn:lIological Research) 
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EXPRESSION OF PERtPHERAL BENZOOIAZEPINE RECEPTORS IN HUMAN 
SKIN. P.E. Stoebner P. Carayan· G. Penarier' N Frechin·, G. Bameon, P. Casellas· 0 
Dussassoy· JP Cana" J. Meynadier l. Meunier. Service de Dermatolagie, SANOFI 
Recherche-, Laborataire de Toxicologie du Medicament .. , Montpetlier, France, 
Peripheral benzodiazepine receptors (PBR) are important regulatory sites of the ce llular 
metabolism. Recent data indicate that they may prevent hematopoietic cell lines from 
oxygen radical damage. We studied the tissular and cellular repartition of PBRs in 
normal. human skin by using a specific monoclonal antibody (80 7) directed against the 
C-termlOal fragmen~ of the receptor. PBRs are present in keratinocytes (Kc), Langerhans 
cells , (LC) and pIlosebaceous fo llicles. The epidermal receptor expression was 
~on slste ntly st~onger in ~uper1icia l differentiated layers and cytomelric quantification of 
IntracytoplasmIC PBRs In human epidermal cell (Ee) suspensions allowed us to 
delermine Ihe mean number of an ligenic s ites per ce ll in LC (531 ± 49 x 103) (n=3) , Kc 
wi.lh low (474 ± 41. x 103) and high (1095 ± 14 x 103) granula rity. Confoca l and electron 
m~croscopl~ exammallon revealed that epidermal pa Rs were exclusively localized on the 
mltochond.nal out~r mem,brane. The increased paR expresion in differentiated EC was 
not ~~so~lated With an IOcreased number of mitochondria per cell. By using in situ 
hybndlzatlon, Ihe :xpression of mRNA correlates with that of protein. In human dermis, 
PBR ~ re. pr~se nl m fibroblasts, nerves and endothelial cells. Th~ expression of paRs 
was Similar In UV-exposed skin (n=3) , melanomas (n=3) and carcinomas (n=6) . These 
results suggest an important role of paRs for human epidermal homeostasis. 
17C 
ACQU ISlTlON OF A SLOW ACh"TYLATOR PH ENOTYPE IN AIDS PATIENTS 
WITH A RAPID ACETYLATOR GENOTYPE: AN EX PLANATION FOR HIGH 
RATE OF CUT ANEOUS SU LFONAMIDES REAC1'lONS IN AIDS POPULA TlON'/ 
P. WQlkenstcjn l F Baud-Camusl S Lecocllr2 ID Poyeda) , and the EpitQX Group 
I Dennatology. CHU Henri·Mondor. Creteil ; ' Inseml 75 , C l-I U Necker. 3ViroloSY. 
Instllul Pasteur, Pnris. Francc 
Sulfonamide-induced rencti<? l1s h~ve becn linkcd wi th a s I O\~1 ~lcetyl;uor phenotype. 
The slm~ acetylator gCII?typc IS a nsk factor f~r sulfonamidc-lIlduccd toxic epidcmlal 
necrn lYS IS. In AIDS patients, an ullex~c.t~d high mte of slmv acetylator phenotype has 
becn found, \Ve dCmOnSlnltcd the acqUlsltton of a slow acetylntor phenotype in A IDS 
paticnts with it rapid tlcetylawr genotype during ncute illnesscs. 
~5 A I D~ patients hospit ;'l li se~ for pncllll1ocyslosis Or toxoplasmosis and included in il 
study ot, c lltalle~us dmg rcactlons IIl .A IDS ( Epitox study) wcre cvalunled for 
acetylat IOn. PatIents DNA was a~l~ltfi ed by PCR and tested fo r N·acelyltransfemsc 2 
mutations. lvt I, 1\,12, M 3. M~ . Indi Viduals werc considcred to have a slow acclylil lor 
genotype. If 2 of the ~ mutntlons wcre pr~sent l:tnd to IHlve:l rapid itcetylator genotype if 
no or on.ly one mutation wns prcscnt. A ftcr admis. ion. pnticnts werc given caffeine (200 
Illg). Um.lcs sllmp~es wcrc coll ecle~ 4 hours Imer. U rinary concentrations of 5-
acetylanllno-6-am~no-3- ll1ethylumcll (AA M U), and 1-111cthylxarllhine ( I X) wcre 
measured. The mtlo AA M UII ~ assessed the phenoty pe. Paticnts with rntio < I.~ had a 
slow ,acctylator phcnotype. PUlIcnts with ratio ~ I.K had a rupid acctylator phenotype. 
S p~Hl e n ts hnd It slow ~enotyp.e. lO a r~pid genOlypc.9 had " slow phcnotype, and 6 a 
mpld I~h cno typ~. 4 p.ltlcnts .wllh 1.1 rapid genotype expressed n slow phcnotype. 
Acutc 11l11~sses III AIDS patlcnts cnn modify the cxpression of n rnpid acctylatOf 
gellotype 1Il~0 it slo~v acctylator phenotype. This modifiCaiion of acetylation expression 
could explalll the tllgh roUe of cut.aneous sulfonamidcs advcrsc rcnctions ill this 
population. 
- Abstract n os . lOC al1d 14 C arc unpublished. 
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Diffusion of fusldlc acid (FA), oxacillin (0) and prlstinumycln (P) I" 
Interstitial dermal nuid after repeated oral admlnlstraUon.L. Valliant, Ch. 
Le ueliee R. Barruet F. Jehl C. Renuult-GuUlon, H. Sorensen, E. 
Autret, . n o ron, . oreUc ours, {rus ourg, nns. 
This crOSS·over randomized study was carried out in 12 healthy male volunleers. The 
mean age was 24.5 plus au moins 3,9 years and weigh I 67,8 plus au mains 7,6 kg. 
The antibiot ics were given twice a day for 5 consecuti ve days: FA. I gld, 0 and P 2 g/d. 
Suction blisters were produced by application of negative pressure (-300 mmHg) for 2 
hours on the volar aspect of the forearm. Serum nnd interstit ial t1uid (IF) samples were 
taken 0, 2. 4, 6, 8, and 12 hours after the last oral administration at day 6, and the 
dosages carried olll by HPLC. The main results arc tlte following ones: 
SERUM L B S LBS/Serum 
Cmax Tmpx AVCs" Cmll" Tmltx emJn Ave,. emil" AUCss 
0I1V1 10 rnghll 1IIg11 10 mW\ m~.h/l ~ % 
AF 90,3±.23 2,6±.I.Z !HS±.2S I 44,4 t,.15 6,2±.I ,J 3 t. 6±.1Z,4 467±.I83 48±.8 S7±,13 
0 B,3;!:.3," I , J±.O.3 13,8 .. 5,4 I ,O±.O,S 2 , 8±.I,O O,IO±,O , J3 6,3±.3 13±.S 48±-2 t 
P O.S;t.O, 4 1,4±,O,7 <L O, 3±.O,Z 2,6.t,1,J O, O2±,O.O4 1,3±,1.8 73±.S7 IJ4±.61 
Diffusion (%) is higher for P Ihall for FA and O. However wilh regards 10 serum nnd IF 
inhibitory quotients (M ICs) for susceptible Staphylococcus OllrC/lS : FA, 0.04 104: 0 : 
0.25 to 0,5 ; P : 0,2 100.3 rng: FFAcompares very favourably with Oand P. 
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PRODUCTION OF ANTI-IDIOHPE ANTIBODIES DIRECTED AGAINST ANTI-19tJ..kD ANTIBODIES 
IN PEMPHIGUS. C Bichard 0 Gilbea A Oeloech Ph L Burel P .Iely F Troo. 
Groupe de Becherche en Immunopathologie (GBIMP) Hopltal Ch. Nicolle - Bouen. 
Introduction: MAb F1 2 Is a human mAb directed against a 190·kD antigen of the 
desmosomel plaque whiCh seems to be representallve of a new autoantibody 
population present In the different types of pemphigus. 
Materials and MethOds: Mices were Immunized with mAb F1 2. Murine 
hybridomas were then generated and the supernatants were screened by ELISA in 
order 10 distinguish belween anll·lsalype and an!i·ldiolype anlibodies. Anli-idiolype 
murine mAbs were analyzed by Indirect Immunofluorescence and Immunoblotting 
using bovine tongue eXlracts as the substrale. 
Results : 6 hybriclomas producing anll -F l 2 ldiolype antibodies were obtained. All 
Ihese antl -Fl2 idiotype antibodies Idenlilled mAb Ft 2 and nol an Irrelevant IgM 
human mAb. Moreover, 3 antl-Fl2ldlotype mAbs Inhibited the binding 01 mAb F1 2 to 
the 190-kD protein, indicating Ihat Ihey were directed against paratoplc sites of mAb 
F12. Flnaly. some antl-F12ldiotype mAbs Identified antl-190-kD antibodies present In 
2 01 Ihe 6 pemphigus sera tested. 
Discussion : AntHdiolype antibodies which are dlrecled against recurrent 
Idlolypes, can Identilled some autoantibody populations produced In autoimmune 
diseases. To date, no an\i-Idlolype antibodies have been produced In pemphigus. 
The antl-F l 2 Idiotype antibodies obtained In this sludy conllrmed that mAb F12 is 
representative of a new autoantibody population present In the dlflerent Iypes 01 
pemphigus. 
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Boni EPITOI'ES RECOGN tZED BY THE AUTOANTIBODI ES OF 
CICATRICIAL PEMPHIGOiD ON BPI80 ARE I'RESENT IN THE TARGET 
TISSUES OF' nils DISEASE. f Caux ' # M. Olague-Marchan ' 5 D Balding' P.A 
Rose'" C Prost Ii D. Zillikens· L. A Djaz II< OJ Gjudice· ·Depnrtments of 
BiOChemistry and Dermatology. Medical College of Wisconsin. Milwaukee. U.S.A.. 
#Hopital Sa.int-Louis. Paris. France. 
C' icalric:ial pemphigoid (ell) is a bullous disease that predominanrly involves muCOus 
membranes. Although the iargct antigen in CP is st ill under discussion. BP 180 has been 
demonstrated 10 be the major larget an ligen of lhe autoantibodies and two dislinct 
cpilOpes. one in Ihe carboxy-terminal region and the other in the non-collagenous 16A 
domain of BP 180 have been identified. To have more evidence thnl BP 180 could be 
involved in lhe palhophysiology ofCP, we checked the presence of Ihese epilopes in Ihe 
human larger lissues of CPo i.e. gum. longue. palate. conjunctiva. vocal chord. vaginn, 
oesophagus. trachea. and buccal. nasal and genital mucosae. For this aim. we generalcd 
rabbit polyclonal anlibodies direcled to bOlh cpilOpes. We used Ihese antibodies 10 delect 
these epi topes by indireci immunotluorescence (IF) and immunobloning. The rcsults of 
our investigation demonstrated Ihat bOlh epilopes are present the target tissues of CP by 
indirect IF. At the protein level. an antigen was detected in all tissues excepi conjuncti va 
and had the same molecular weight than in epidemlis. Several primers speci fic for 
epidermal fiP J 80 hybridized totlll RNA from buccal mucosa and conjunctiva. A 
complete homology ora 734 bp sequence including the sequence of the carboxy-terminal 
ep il ope of cpidcnnaJ BP 180 was found by sequence analysis of the reverse JranScriptBsc-
polymerase chain reaction ampi iHc81ion products tram buccal mucosa and conjuncliva. 
In conclusion. two epitopcs identifted in CP on epidermal BP 180 are present in the target 
tissues of ell i\nd may be involved, in the gene!'\s of the. tnucpsal lesions. 
THE JOURNAL OF INVESTIGATIVE DERMATOLOGY 
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THIS VHCDRJ ·01' A I·IUMAN ANTI-DESMOSOMAL PLAQIIE ANTl.I30l)Y SHARES AN AMIN!)' 
ACID SEQU~'NCE Wll1l Tim DESMOOLElN I CYTOPLIISMIC DOMII.IN INTERACTING wrnl TIlE 
PLAQUE. A NEW SEI.F-ANTIGEN I3INDINO MECHANISM 01: AlJI'OANTILJODms? 
Gilbert D, Courville Ph Brard F Joty P Deloech A Laurel P Teon F. Laboratoire 
d'lmmunopalhologie, Clinique DennalOlogique, GRlMP, ( I.FR23) CliU Charles NicoJl~ 
7603 I Rauen, France. 
Pemphigus arc autoimmune bullous skin diseases caused by autoantibodies directed 
against componenlS of the desmosomal junction. FI 2 is a monoclonal antibody derived 
from a patienl with pemphigus vulgaris. It was previously shown to bind to a 185·kD 
polypeptide by immunob)o! using bovine tongue epithelium extract as Ihe substnllc and to 
recognize a component of the desmosomal plaque by immunoelcctron microscopy. We 
have cloned and sequenced Ihe heavy nnd lighl chain variable region !lenes of mAb FI2 
and showed Ihal the CDR) of Ihe heavy chain shared a 4 aminoncid sequence (GI)'cine-
serinc .. scrine-Glycine) with the int.racellular domain of dcsmoglein I, likely involved in the 
interaction with components of the desmosomal plaque. Computer modeling of Ft2 
showed that tbe OSSG sequence might contribute to antigen interactions. The GSSG 
sequence was further demonstrated (0 be esselltial (0 f 12 function since a peptide 
encompassing Ihe VliCDR3 and a GSSG telrapeptide inhibited ils binding to larget 
alltigens while VIi-CDRJ pcpl ides wilh specific modifications of Ihe GSSG sequences 
did nol. Since mAb F12 reacts with the desmQsomat plaque, it is likely that its antigen-
binding site mimicks the glycine- and serine-rich cytoplasmic binding dontain or 
desmoglein I. This observation suggests that some autoantibodies produced in the course 
of pemphigus Inight bchnvc AS adhesion molecules and. thus a new self-antigen binding 
Incchanism of autoantibodies. 
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THE ANTIGENIC SPECIFICITIES RECOGNtZED BY tgG4 ANTIBODIES DETERMINE THE TYPE 
OF AUTOIMMUNE BULLOUS SKIN DISEASE IN PATIENTS WITH MULTIPLE AUTOANTIBODIES 
DIRECTED AGAtNST BOTH DESMOSOMES AND THE BASEMENT MEMBRANE ZONE. ~ 
Q Gilbert E !harnine C ! e CQrya!sIer,pl~IQ A Delpach ph Laurel E Iron. Groupe da 
Recherche en Immunopalhologie (GRIMP) Rouen. 
Ooslgn : To Idenlify laclors which del ermine the clinical and hislologlc fealures of 
autoimmune bullous skin diseases (BSD) in patients with mulliple au1oantlbodles directed 
against components of desmosomes and Ihe basement membrane Zone (BMZ). 
Patients Dnd methods : 5 pallenls with eso whose sera recognized both the epithelial 
cell surtace (ECS) and Ihe BMZ by Indireci IF were included. Sera were analyzed by Indireel 
Immunoeleclronmlcroscopy (IEM) and by immunoblolling using human epidermal and bOV~ne 
tongue extracts as the substrates and Were then revealed by anll·human Ig subclass munne 
mAoo. . 
Results : IEM analysis of the 5 sera showed that they labeled both desmosomes and the 
8MZ. The table shows the antigenic speciUcltles recognized by each IgG subctass of these 
sora. 
Patlenls Typo of dlseas. DlF IgO 1 IgQ 2 IRQ 3 leG A 
SP BMZ BPAG2·0SGI BPAG2 BPAQ2·0SG1 BPA02 
BP BMZ BPAG1·BPAG2 DSGl BPAQ2 
SP BMZ DPK1·2·BPAG2 BPAG2 BPAG2 
PV ECS SPAG1 DS03 
S Pf ECS BPAGl eSG' 
The clinical and histologic featuros and DIF paUern of patients 1 to 3 were typical of bullous 
pemphigoid (ap) and Ihose 01 pallenls 5 and 6 were typical 01 pemphigus vulgaris (PV) and 
pemphigus loliaceus (PF) respectively. 
Discussion : The clinical and histologic features of the 5 pallents seem to be determined 
by the antigenic speCificities recognized by circulating IgG4 autoantibodies. 
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ADHESION AND APOPTOSIS MOLECULES EXPRESSION I N CUTANEOUS 
ADVERSE DRUG REACTIONS INDUCED BY ANTillIOTlCS. Barb.ud A* B~ 
M_Co Goben BO Jacqujn.petit M-A. Schmutz J-L'" Faure GO .Scrvicc de 
Dcnnalologic. HOpital Fournier; °Laboratoire d'lmmunologie. Facult~ de Medccine & 
CHU. Nancy. France. . 
Cellular immunophenolyping on skin biopsies, useful to identify immunological 
mcchuni.o;ms involved in culaneous adverse drug reltctions (CADR) was applied !O 16 
CADR with a very probable i ' . 'Ilability responsible drug (I fixed drug crupi ion to 
cefodmtimc, 1 acute gcner-d~ .LCl1 exanthematous pustulosis (0 peniciUinc M. 4 
maculopapular rashes (MPR) to amoxicillul. I ~vJP.'J to isoninzidc, 1 MPR to 
norfloxacin, 3 MPR and 4 erythrodennias to paistinamycin and 1 unicaria to 
spiramycin). Indircci immunofluorescence p1lenolypmg was pcrfonned on skin biopsies 
with monoclonal anlibodies 10 COl, HLA DR. cm. CD4, CDS. CD2S. CDIlulCDI8, 
CDS4, CD I06, CD62E, CD62L, CD62P, CD9S aud bcl2. Normal numbers of CDI+ 
Langerhans cells were observed, 20 % of which were also HLA DR+. Dennal CDI+ 
dendritic cells were presenl in 911 6 cases (al l the CADR due to bclalactams and 6/9 
MPR). Perivascular T Iymphocyles were CD3+CD4+. CD4+ or CD8+ cells ,VOte 
prescnl along the DEJ in 7 cases especially in CADR induced by prislinamycin. T-<'Clis 
were always LFA l+, nnd CD62L+ in 7 cases. Except in urticaria, endothelial (.'ells were 
ICAMI+, CD62P+ in 13 cases and CD62E+ in 9. Activated kcratinocytes were 
ICAM 1+ in I I cases (7MPR), liLA DR+ in 4 cases, CD62L+ in 3 erylitrodennias, I 
MPR due to pristinamycin and in 1 MPR to isoniazidc. After precipitation IlI\d Western 
Blot analysis the MW of lhis molecule was 76kD, similar to that of leucocytic CD62L. 
KeralinocylCs expressed moderately CD9S in 7 cases and were bc12+ in 4 cases (3 due 
10 pristinamycin and 1 to isoniazide). lmmunophenot)'ping data va.ry depending OD 
clinical aspccts and the responsible drug to dIe CADR. Here il confmned dial delayed 
cellular hypersensiti vity are involved in all the CADR studied but urticaria. 
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RESTRICTED T-CELL VB REPERTOIRE DIVERSITY IN PERIPHERAL 
BLOOD AND TISSUE INFILTRATING LYMPHOCYTES IN OMENN'S 
SYNDROME (SEVERE COMBINED IMMUNODEFICIENCY WITH 
ERYTHRODERMA AND HYPEREOSINOPHJLlA) 
Ph B ah adown E l .e Dejst F R jcu,\; L nUc.1! N de Sjljm·S.1UvcuC N Brousse J P de 
Villaa ay A Fischer HOpjtn( Necker Pari s FRANCE 
Ome nn's syndrome is a rolIe inherited immunodeficiency churnctcri zcd by earl y 
crythrod~nnn, .. severe recurrent inrections. protracted diarrhea, and marked 
bypereoslno~hli!a . Contrasting with a severe T-cell depiction in lymphoid ti ssues, the 
nU,mbc r o f c~rctlln~ing T-cclls is elevated and l.l large number of T -cc lls also infiitnllc the 
skin aDd the lI11cstmc, but these T-cclls !lCC poorly functional in vitro. 
We analyz~d T-cell VB rcpcl10irc diversity in ci rculllling lind tisslie inli llraling 
lY":lph~Ylcs In a,n infant with Omcnn 's syndrome. with a large p:mcl of monoclonal 
anubod.es 10 17 d.fferenl variable segmenls of the T-cell receptor B chain (TCR-VB): VB2_ 
VB3, v a s .1. VBS.2, VBS.3 , V36. 1. V3S, V69, v31 2. V3 13. I, V613.6. V6 14 . V316. 
V8 17, V81 S, V320. and V32 1. 
While al l TCR-VB segments arc detected in circulating T-cells of nonnal infants, there 
was a reSlne.ed expression of only six different TCR-V3 segments (VB3. VBS.2. V89. 
V86.1. V81 2 and VB I4) in peripheral blood T-cells of.he p"lien!. PCR nmplifielltion and 
5C9uenc ,ng of the T-cell receptor B chain continned that T-cell popUlat ion was markedly 
obgoclonal.ln the skin nnd in the intestine four of the previous TCR-VB segments (VB3, 
V85.2, V B6. 1 Itnd VOI2) were found, but no additional TCR-VO segment could be 
detected . In the skin VB5.2 nnd VB6.1 T-cclls inl'illmtcd the epidcnnis while VB3 and 
V8I2 T-cells were almost exclus ively located in the demlis. 
These data suggest thaI in Omenn 's syndrome. both circulating and tissular T-
lymphOC?ytes ori~ inate from nil oligoclonal population. among which some clones could 
be reactive 10 epldcrmal ililtigens. 
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PHOTO PROTECTION AND UV-INDUCED IMM UNOSUPPRESSION : A STUDY 
OF DNCD CONTACf HYPE RSENSITI VITY (CBS) ON 160 VOLUNTEERS. 
I S~rre J P Cill\O M.C Picot J MC\lmdicr· and L Meunier· . L.1boratory of Dnlg 
TOXlcologY :lJ1d Depilrtmcnt of Dcnnatology· . University of Monlpellier. France. 
WB exposure reduces immuni l..1.1ion rales 10 cpicutancous i1J1tigens in hUOlilns, TIIC purposc 
of our sl'Udy was to evnluate the protectivc cffect of SPF 15 sunscreen on the reduction of 
contact hyperscnsiti vil)' (CI-IS) responses Ihat occurs in humans ilHcr an acute: solar-
simula ted irradi~lIion . Ancr initial dinit rochlorobcnzcne (ONCS) sensi ti z..1tion (30~tg) on the 
bunoc~. the elicitation was perfomlcd 011 unimdiatcd upper inner ann skin with a pancl of 
fou r dl ffcre.nt. doses of ONC S (3. 6. 9 and 12J!g). The skin fold thickncss was detemlined 10 
score thc ChC t41tion ph:tSc and thc irritating cffccts of ONCB. For cach site, the mean increase 
of skin thickncss due 10 the irritating effcc ts of ONCS WilS subtracted frolll the incrc3Sc in 
skin thickness due to the elicitation response. Sensitil..1. tioll on UV-irradiatcd siles was 
performed 3 days nHer n 3 MEO UV-(!xposure ( Ocnnolum solnr simulator and a SPF 15 
sunscreen fonnulation, contai ning il combination of Elisolex 232, Uvinul N539. Parsol 17~9 
and Mexoryl SX, wns applied on the buttock to l>e irradiatcd. Upon rec ruitmcnt each of male 
~I~ntc:crs (n, = IGO) was randomly assigned into one of 8 groups (Gr); sensitization and 
eilcltatlon \\1Ih (Gr A-UV, n - 20) and \\ilholll UV exposure (Or A, 11 = 20); clicit.ltion \\; (11 
(Gr 8-UV. n = 20) and without UV (Gr B. n = 20); sunscreen nppli cation prior to 
sensi ti~_lio~ and elicitation with (Gr C-UV, n = 20) and without UV exposurc (Gr C, n = 
20)~ ehe lt..1ttOn ancr sunscrecn applic>l. lion on a bunock wilh (Gr D-UV. II = 20) and without 
UV exposure (Gr D. n = 20). The J\-UV group had a reduced response mtc to challcnge 
doses of DNCS comporcd wi.h G r II (p S O.OOl ) and G r C-UV (p S 0.015). G r A, Gr C and 
Gr C-UV showed no signifi cilnt di ffe rcnces in responscs rate to any of thc doses of ONCB 
ttstcd. The mean inCrc.1ses in skin thickness due to challcnge rc.1ctiollS were simililr in control 
groups (Gr B. Gr S-UV. Gr 0 ilnd Gr O-UV). In conclusion. combinations of sunscreens 
~ith intc.mledinle SPF bu t cffcct ive lJVA protection may adequately prcvent thc suppression 
of CHS mduced by M ilCllle sol:u ·simulated irradiation. 
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ABSENCE OF DETECTION OF III1V-8 SEQUENCES IN EI' ITII ELIAL AND 
VASCULAR NEO I'LASMS 
C. J.A:bh6.·· S. Euvrnrtl& C. Pe ll et" B, r1ngeul · J. ""nitnkis& Mr ;\l'riIS X. Sa~trc"o 
F. Aghalika" 1\ . Clnml\,& P. Moru'" F, Cnl"o'" Ll:Ihor:tlory of Phannlteology" IUld of Virolo);), 
" DcparUllClll of Dcnnutology", lIopi tll l Saint-Loui s. , Anmuc. allude VCUCf:IIL\ . 15010 Jlllris & 
Departme nt ort);:nu3tology. 1I0pital E, lieniot. 69437 L}'oll. S InSlitut GUSl:t\·c ROllssy. Villejuif. 
" lnsti tut Curic. PilriS 
A DCW herpes \·irus has recentl y /x."C1l ;lsscx:inted with Kapos i's sarcOl11n , body c:l\·jt y In:;..:d 
lymphoma and possibly to lIIulticcntri c Q lstlcman di scuse. ' /111.1 restriction of ,·n IV-g 10 n limited 
awnbcr o~ disease is it slcong nrgument against \\;tlespn: .. 1d ,tims. I lo\\"e\·er. cOlltco\'ersinl (~1t."1 hll\'c 
bun p.ubh s~d on I-IHV-S detectiOIl ill olher \'uscular neopl nmu nnd epithel ial pmlifemliolls. We 
U\'C I.Dve sh gatcd the pfCsence of III-IV-K sequences ill i) various \'ru;cular I1copl as l11s: 9 
mgiosarcoll1as. 4 cases of :ll1giol: )'mphoid hyperplilsia Anti 1 case of Kimura's disc."\Sc. ii) 12 
squamous cell carcin01l1tlS. b !>llsal cell carcinomas lind '2 actinic kcrnlosis from 11 difTcn:nl 
ImmunosupprcsscLltmnspl:llI1 p3licnlS. DNA was c,\tmck"tl from ~lIa J1 fro7.CIl spcci mens (\'ascuJ ar 
peoplaslll;"> or Jliuaffin \\·Il-,-cmh,.-ddcd tissues. prc\'iously Ihell wi th fommlil1 (CI)ilhclial 
proIiferau ol1s). Ten w:\.\·elllbedck,,1 KS specimens fi:<cdill fomlalin (3 I-II V-n:lntcd KS. 3 classic nOli 
mV-n:latcd KS, 4 il1lJllllnosupptc.!lscd trnuslll:mt patients) wcre t c.~ t ell in the sallie conditiOns. We 
used primen: allljJllr}'ing II 233 1l.1SCpair IJfoduct dcri\'a.! from ORF 26 with the followiut: I~ttxl 
primers sets ouler 5' -TGTATrAGC!"AACCCrrC r AGCG·3'. S · 
CCCGCrrCI\AI\TCO'!TAGCGTGGGG3' ; iUllcr 5'-AGCCG/\AAGGATI" C/\(."C;\T·3'.5'-
TCCGTG TraTCT'ACGTCCAG·3'. pe R using fl-&Iobiu sequenccs WIIS 11S/"'f.1 :IS conlml.Whilc " 
233 bp product WitS found ill all fro7.cn KS specimcns lind in K out or the 10 pnmffin WM (.'lookl ... 1 
KS , peei.Ulcns. all epitheli al N1d vascular tumors remained negative, Our (L1tn nr&uc. 1I1)ainst the 
h}'POlhcsJ8 lhnl I-II-IV8 is 1\ widespread Intcnl \' inL~ im'ulved ill l'rolifemlh'e lesions of 
immunosuppn;,sscd I'lllienu . Moreover. HIIV-H ,ktccliull in vascular I c ~iO I\!'I is " strong argulUent for 
Kaposi 's sa rcoma dingnosis. 
ABSTRACT S 819 
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ANTIBODIES DIRECTED AGA INST ENDOTHELIAL DERMAL CELLS DURI NG 
CUTANEOUS VASCULITIS. ~, J.J.......JYn.1 L yuj ll nnt. G T bibuuB. ~ 
~ .G.........L..o. Department or Dermatology and Immunology, CI-IU Trousseau, 
C-37044 TOURS, FRAN CE. 
CUlnneous vasculiti s (CV) involve the agression of endothelium of demlul 
micro vessels. Although thcir phys iopathology is actually 110 1 well unders(Qod, some 
experimental models have been developpcd in the literature showing that CV could be 
mcdintcd by immune complexes (IC). Antibodies or Huto-Ilntibodies directed ngain!;t 
membrnne antigens of endothelial ce lls (AECA) have olso been described in sera from 
pallenls affectcd by different « immune-mediatcd » vascular damage, slich as systemic 
vnsculitis. However, their antigenic speci ficity is unknown and the prevalence is very 
variable, 
In this study, we have investigated the presence of AECA in sera from II pmients 
affectcd by CV, showing no systemic sign. Immllnonuorescence assays were 
performed, followed by cytomctry analysis. As compared to usuol inullunocnzymatic 
methods, now cytomctry wus shown to be more sensitive nnd reproduclible. Two 
cellular types were studied : human ombilieal vein endothelial ce lls (HUVEC) and 
human dennal microvascular endothelial cells (HDMEC). Since endothelial cells are 
known to express class I I-ILA nntigens, the II sera were previously screened for the 
presence of unti-HLA class I antibodies, using microlymphocYlOtoxicity assny. 
With both BUVEC lind HDMEC. l out of I I sera displayed an anti-endothelial cell 
surface binding. This serum, extracted from a mliitipare patient. was found positive for 
nnti-HLA cluss I nntibodies. So. no AECA was detected in the scm from the II patients 
nffected by CV. These results arc in disagreement with the hYPOl hesis that AECA nrc 
present during CV showing no systemic sign . Since unti -HLA antibodies detection is 
onen not performed, the presence of AECA could be ascribed 10 the prc,sence of anti-
I-ILA antibodies in the p:Hient scm. 
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SCREENING FOR PUTATIVE HOT SPOT MUTATIONS IN 
NEUROFIBROMATOSIS TYPE I. M Van GUnt E Girodonl.3 S I " JUayl 
J Martini j Zcllcr2.3 J Revllz2,3 M Goossens!') S Amscleml.3 
P Wolkcnslc jn2.3. tServi ce de Biochimie, 2Servicc de Derm3tologie and JR~e..1 U 
NF, CHU Henri Mondor. Cretei l, France. 
The neurofibromatosis type I (NF I) gene spans 350 kb of chromosome I 7q I I and 
contains 60 cxons. Point mutations, that arc expected in almost 70% of the NF l cases, 
arc spread over Ihe whole gene. Given the high mutation rate of the NF I gene and its 
high GC-colltcnt, we aimed to design a strategy for mutation detcction based on the 
exhaustive analysis of the most GC-rich coding regions. 
We use PC.R-denalllring gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE) 3 S a sc..1oning method 
Fortlte analySIS of exons 16, 28. 29 and 49. Computer-designed experimental DGGE 
conditions allow to detect any subtle change in a given DNA sequence. TIle mutations 
detected arc rurther chamclcrizcd by DNA direct sequencing. Sixty unrelated pmienls 
have been included in this study. 
Ex.ons ?8, 2?, 49 and a pan of eXOIl 16 have been analysed . Five mutations have 
been Identlfied .1I1 ex 011 29: R1 748X (found in IWO unrelated patients) and R 18490.., 
located at CG SHes; W 181 OX. located at a CfG sile; two putative splice variants 5206-
2 A->G and 55 11 A->G. Another putative splice disturbing mutation has been 
~hara~criz~d . in exon 28. In addition, two new biallcHc polymorphi sms were 
tdentlfied 1I111ltrons 28 and 29. No mutation has been detected in the last coding exon 
of the NFl gene (exon 49). 
In this study, the DGGE analys is of . single exon (exon 29), the IllOS! GC-rich one 
and wh.eh aCCOunLS for 4% of the coding sequence, has allowed to identi fy a mutation 
in 10% of the patienLS. 
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J)ETECI-ION OF HUMAN HERPESVIRUS 8 IN HIV NEGATIV E I'A ,·IENTS WITH 
CUTAN EOUS LYMPHOMA 
N. Dupi n. N. Fr:lIlck, 1. Gorin. V, Calvcz, M. Gr:lndudam . jP. Escnnd c . .IM _ Humu ;.;. 
Service de Dcnn n to-V~n c rco l ogie . I-I opit i"l l Tarnier. L<l bofat oirc de Viroloo ie. Groupe 
hospitali er Piti ~-S"lpc. tri crc. Pari s. e 
. HHV-8 is IIS.')ocill lcd with Kaposi's sarcoma and with some Iymphoprolifcrmive 
dtsorders such as astlel11an's di scHse and primary effusion lymphoma. B CClI lISC HHV-8 
shares homology with EBV which has been impl ica ted in the pathogenesis or culancous 
lymphoma. we sea rch for the presence:: of H HV -8 DNA seq uences in various 
Iyn.lphoproli ferativc d!sordcrs of tile, skin. in HIV ncgnti vc pat ients. Fourty-sc\'cn HI V-
patlcnts were enrolled 111 the study. 1 he dlilgnoscs were as fo llowed: l11 ycosis fongo'ides 
(n =. 23): Se1..1 ry syndrome (n = 5): pleomorphic T-cell lymphoma (n = 2). :maplastic 
Inrge T-cclllymphol1liJ ( 11 =. 2). T-ccil lymphom<l associuted with HTLV-I (n = I ): B-cc ll 
t lymphoma (n = 8): huge plaque parapsori llsis (n = 6). Biopsies were stored at -sooe until 
pr?ccss. DNA was.obtained aft~ r n c,lnssical eXlraction by phenol/chloroform. Specific 
pnmers were used lor Ihe dctcctlOn ollHlImlll B-globin gene and HHV-S. For HHV-8. a 
nested PeR was performed. PeR products wcre analyzed by ng<l rosc gel electrophoresis 
and hybridized with speci fi c intenml digoxigcnin - Inbclled probes. Thc umpli fica tion of G-
glObin wa!-\ positive ill ,III s:.llllplcs slIggcling Ihe absence of major pe R in hibitors. HHV-
8 DNA scquenccs could not be detccted in samples nnnlyzcd excepted in OIiC biopsy from 
a 87-ycar old woman with Inrge plaque parnpsoriasis. Our study do not suggest any 




HUMORAL AND CELLULAR IMMUNE RESPONSES IN ANIMALS TO 
PAPILLOMAVIRUS RECOMBINANT CAPSID VACCINE AND AFTER 
DNA IMMUNIZATION WITH THE LI MAJOR CAPSID GENE. 
E Coursagct A Touze C Dupuy p. Buzooj-Gate1 N Foogat P Bout and 
EV Sjzaret Labor.toire d'lmmunologie des Maladies Infectieuses, Faculte de 
Pharmacie, and Laborat"oire de M.icroscopie Electronique, Facu lte de 
Medecinc, Tours. France. 
The L1 major capsid proteins of Human Papilloma virus types 6, 
11, 16, 18 and 45 were expressed in insect ce ll s with recombinant 
baculoviruses. Th e vi rus- like particles (VLPs) produced reacted with 
monoclonal and po lyclonal an ti-HPV-Ll antibod ies . Purified HPV 16 
recombinant particles were used to develop an HPV candida te vaccine. 
HPV vaccine doses contain ing 0,1 to 20 Jlg of VLPs were lIsed in mouse, 
rabb it and sheep im muni zation studies. The resu lts show that the 
recombinant capsids induced a strong humoral response and a T-cell 
response with a Thl profile associated with secretion of both interferon-y 
and interleukin-2. 
DNA immuni zation was a lso investigated in mice in o rder to 
induce on an ti -HI'V 16 Ll-specific immune response. The I-IPV 16 Ll gene 
was cloned into the pcDNA3 vector under the control of the CMV 
immediate early promoter. Anti-HPV 16 Ll VLP antibodies were observed 
in sera of the DNA immunized mice, but with a lower titer than HPV 16 Ll 
VLP immunized mice. However, the cellular immune response was hig her 
than that observed in mice immunized w ith VLPs without adjuvant. 
32C 
GENETIC AND PROTEIN EXPRESS ION OF MANGANESE SUPEROXIDE 
DlSMUTASE (MoSOD) IN DIFFERENT MELANOMA CELL LINES. 
A Va[j\chaudl~Q Benhier-Vergnes2~M....Blruu!dI~f......llimllw.I . URA CNRS 1485 I. 
Faculty of Medecine, Limoges and INSERM U346 2, Hosp. E. Herriol, Lyon, France. 
In recent studies. a decreased expression of MnSOD. an intracellular enzyme 
responsible for dismutation of anion supcroxide. has been reponed in some mal ignant 
cells whereas its gene may have a anti proliferative effect on melanoma cells. 
We have slUdicd lhe expression of MnSOD both at lhe genetic (DNA, mRNA) and 
protein level in three parenteral cell lines of human origin (M3Da,M I Dor.M4Be), as in 
dcrived clones ( tC8.T IC3) and variants (7GP22,T1P26). All these ce ll lincs wcre 
tumorigenic using the nude mice model. In these ce ll lines, MnSOO gene was searched 
by pCR using genomic DNA, MnSOD transcripts by RT-PCR using mRNA extracts 
with primcrs allowing amplification of MnSOD gene between residues 179 and 595. 
Protei n ex pression of MnSOD was studied by immuI100uorescencc (monoclonal 
antibody IInt i-human MnSOD I3ender®) on suspended cells fixed on slides a fter 
cytospi n. 
Our results show that all studied melanoma cell lines including clones and variant 
cOlltnined detectable amounts of DNA and mRNA specific for the MnSOD gene. In 
commst. there waS a variable expression of MnSOD at the protein leve l. As detected by 
immunofluorescence, MnSOD protcin was expressed in only 2 parenteral ce ll lines 
(strongly in M3Da cells, weakly in M4Be cells). but never in clones and var iant cell 
lines. 
These preliminary results are globally in agreement with a deficit of MnSOD protein 
expression. which was very variable depending on the melanoma cell line. In our 
melanoma cell lines. this deficit remains to be quantified at the protein level. but also to 
the genetic or functional level . as to be correlated with the meta stu tic potential in vitro 
(newborn raccoon model) 
34C 
EXPRESS ION OF T (THOMSEN-FRJEDENREIC H) AND Tn ANTIGENS IN 
NORMAL AND NEOPLAST IC SKIN. 1. Kanitakis, I. AI -Rifni, M. Faure, A. 
C la ud y. Lab. of Demlatopathology, Dept. of Demlatology, Ed. Herriot Hospital , 
Lyon, France. 
The Thom sen-Friedenrcich (T ) and its precursor, the Tn anti ge n. arc co re 
disaccharides or complex carbohydrate anti gens. whose expression seems 10 be 
correlated wi th prognosis or some human cancers. We have s tudied the 
immunohi stochemical expression of these an tigens in normal and neoplas tic 
ski n in ordcr to evaluate their usefulness in the diagnosis or c utancous tumors. 
Sections of normal skin , or inflammato ry dermatoses and of 219 various 
cutaneous tumors wcre imrnunolabetled with the monoclonal antibodies HB -T I 
and HB-Tn I . In noml"1 skin the T (and at a lesser degree thc Tn) anti gen werc 
regularly exprcssed 111 mature scboeytes. and rarely wi thin the eccrine-gland 
cxerctory duct. Mesenchymal tumors (of IYl11pho- hi s ti ocy ti c, pigmentary. 
nervous. vtlscular and muscular origin) were nearl y al\Vays ncgative. T and Tn 
were detecled in a ll sebaceous and in some sweat-gland tumors. BasaJ ccll 
carci nomas wcre ge nerally ncgrll ive for both anligcns; rare cases or squamo us 
cell carcinoma expressed T but not (or very weakly) thc Tn antigen. Metas ta tic 
adenoc:lrci llomas (including Pngc t's discrlse) were Tn+n~± or -. These results 
s how that the T antigen is a sensi tive marker of scbocytes, useful for studying 
sebaceous dirrercn ti rl ti on. O n the o thcr hand . the predominant expression or 
the Tn (as comparcd with the T) an ti gen in metas tatic tumors hi ghli ghts the low 
degree of diffcrentiation or tumor cells -that express the precursor (Tn) but not 
the comple te (T) an ti ge n-. and appears to be a useru l adjunct for the 
dirfercntiation bet\Veen primary and metastatic skin carci nomas. 
THEJOUIl-NAL OF INVESTIGATIVE DERMATOLOGY 
31C 
Identification o f potentially immunogenic sequences o£ human pnpiUomavirus 16 (HPV 16) E6 
and E7 proteins in human. 
N. B&l~ton, C. Bon, P. Saia , J.P. Lev , J.C. Guillet, 1. Bour aul t·VilIoda. ICGl\·( U4,lS. 
h6pilol Cochln ct Service de dcrmato ogie, 6pit'a A P<lr15. 
INTRODUcnON HPV16 is .lssociated with c~rvicill in traepithclial neoplasia (ClN), 
cervical ca rcinoma and vu lva r intracpithelial neoplaSia. HPV 16 codes for 2 early reguJatOfy 
proteins E6 .and E7, which are necessary to induce trans£onnation of kernlinocytes and which 
. arc expressed in all infected and/or tumor cells. These E6 and E7 proteins arc good candidates 
to be used as turgets for cytotoxic T lymphocytcs (CTL). Antigenic peptides from E6 and E7 
could be associa ted wilh MHC class I molccules tt\ the surface of infected cells and could be 
recognized by Cfu. TIle objective of this work was to study cytotoxic immune responses 
against E6 nnd E7 p roteins in the aim to develop an immunoUlcrnpy or a vaccine against 
HPV16. 
MATERIAL AND METHODS Pool of peptides spanning the whole proteins E6 and E7 were 
used 10 stimulate in vitro PBMe from 4 hea lthy donor.; and 1 HPV16 infected patient (ClN 
Ul) in presence of illterlcukincs. Anli·E6 and anti·E7 lines were tested by chromium release 
tes t for their ability to lyse autologous B·EBV ta rget cells sensitized by peptides or infected 
by recombinant vaccinia virus for E6 and E7. 
It USULTS Our results showed that 3 regions of E6: E6 45·67, E6 80-86 ct E6 121-140 and 2 
regions o£ E7: E7 35-55 et E7 60-74 were lnunlUlOSeniC and recognized by cn... TIlesi.'! en. lysed 
also 8-EBV infected by Vac·E6 and Vac·E7 respectively. 
DISCUSSION We have in this study del'emlined inununogcnic regions (rom E6 and E1 
recognized by C rL. Peptldes from U\esc sequcoces could be gocxI candidates for vaccination or 
immunotherapy.tn order to determine other epi topcs for CTL, this study will be extended to 
nddiliona l donors and patients. 
33C 
A NEW TYPE OF SPECIFIC GENE FUS ION GENERATED BY THE t(17;22) 
ASSOCIATED TO DERMATOFWROSARCOMA PROTUBERANS AND 
GIANT CELL FWROBLASTOMA. SinJ.!ln M.f... ~ E... Sirl!lml N... 
~ L MitJ2klli E... ~ I.M.. Terrier-Lacombe M.:L Mllnl!ill!l N... 
~ B.J:L lllin l't SJmj Q.. :lJ!K:Qln;l L (group I) QJlr.i.\;n K.L. K\ll!riI 
l2.. El:i!!!= L... Q.ui.IImllil L. ~ .!..£.. (group 2). LGMCH, Facuhc de 
Mcdecinc, Nice. France (M-PS. FP. NS. JG, eTC) : Jstituto Nazinale TlIIl1ori , 
Milano, Ita ly (I'M, GS) ; Fondation Bergonic, Bordeaux, France (JMC) ; Instilut 
Gustave Roussy. Villejuif, France (MJTL): University Hospita l. Lund, Sweden 
(NM). Chi ldren's Hospital. New Orleans (RC). USA ; Universitiit TUbingon, 
Germany (NB) ; Karo tinska Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden (KpO·B. DK, IF. 
CG,lpD). 
Demlatofibrosarcoma protuberuns (DP) is un uncommon low Sntde. slow 
growing and laculty aggressive tumor of the deep dermis. Although authentic DP 
may <1 lso. but seldomly. occurs in childrcn. a distinct entity. giant cell 
fibroblastol11(l (GCF), has been considered as (ljuveni le foml or DP. 
OP prescnts spcciric chromosomal abllonnalit ies such as reciprocal translocations 
t(i7:22)(q22:qI3) and supcrnumerary ring chromosomes derived from Lhe 
t( 17;22). Our previolls OuOrcSCCll1 in situ hybrid ization (FISH) studies showed 
that the bre<lkpoint on ri ng chromosome 22 was tclomeric to the LIF gene which is 
located on 22'112. 
Wc utili zed a OP tumor conraining the t(17;22)(q22;q 13) translocation to clone the 
bre(lkpoint. The translocation breakpoint was framed by sys tematic FlSH analysis 
using cDNA, cosmid, BAC and YAC probes located between D22S411E and 
DZRP on 22qI2- 13. Four cosmids were found to cross the breakpoint. A neW 
gene fusion genemtcd by the t( 17;22) in II DP and one GCF at the genomic i:lnd 
RNA levels. lIsing Southern blotting. sequencing and RT-PCR was characterized. 
35C 
SPECIFICITY AND CLASS I RESTRICTION OF CUTANEOUS LYMPHOMA 
[NFILTRATING T-CELL CLONES. M. 8a(,01 D Churnc H Echchikjr F ManJi; 
ChQuaib M H pelfau 1 UouID5cli A Bensllss;lO. INSERM U448, Hopiml Henn 
Mondor. Cr6te il , C1F 94- 11. Villejuif. France. . 
TIle aim of OUf study was to charncteJize Ihc ami-tumor immunologic responses III 
cutaneous T-celllYl11phomas. For several patients. we showed in the cutaneous illfi.l lmte a 
proliferative and cytotoxic activity specific for the tumor cells of Ille patient. We repon 
two tumor infiltmting clones, TC5 and TC7. These cloncs were CD4+CD8+ and 
CD4+CD8·, and had n tumor cell-specific prolifer.ltive and cytotoxic activ ity. Tumor cd1 
lines have been cultured with lL-2 nnd IL~7. bolll from the skin and from Ille peripheral 
blood of tllis patient. The ski n tumor cell line had a CD4+CD8- phenotype, nnd the blood 
tumor eeli line hud a CD8+CD4- phenotype. Both these tumor cell lines expressed MHC 
class I antigens but did not express MHC class II antigens. They wcre specifically lysed 
by TC5 and TC7. 1110 cytotoxic and proliferJtive activity of TC5 and TC7 was blocked 
by the monomorphic anti 4 class I monoclonal antibody W6/32 but not by an nnti·(D4 
monoclonal antibody. TCR gummu rc;uTDngcment analys is showed the same 
clollospccific band for the cUlaneous tumor cells and the skin· and blood~dcrived tumor 
ce ll lines. whereas TC5 and TC7 had a different profile. ll1C study of the expression of 
TCR VB genes showed that TC5 and TC7 cxpressed a lIniqul.; transcript. corresponding 
respectively to V~5/J32.3 unci V~17/1B2.7. The tumor cells lind skin- und blood-derived 
tumor cell lines expresscd three transc ripts VB7/1B2.3, V~ 1 3/1~2.5, (lnd V~22/1U2.5 . The 
analysis of the representation of the different VB gene products showed tlml TC5 and TC7 
were present in the cutaneous tllmor before and after culture. but wcre nOt detected in the 
blood. 111ese results demonstrate for the first time the presence within the cutaneous 
lymphoma T-cell in filU-Jte of CD4+ or CD4+CD8+ class I-resu-icted T cell clones. The 
ro le of these clones in the tumor progrcssion rcmains to be determined. 
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GENE REARRANGEM ENT STUDY OF LYMPHOCYTIC DERMATOSIS BY 
PCR-CG c1amp-DGGE. IP Buono M D'lnclln C Picard YI Si gnon P Souteyrnnd P 
~. Laboratoire d'Oncologie Mol~c ul aire INSERM CRI 9402 Centre l ean 
Perrin, Serv ices d 'A na!Omie PlI tho}ogiquc CI de DerOl liroJogic Hocel · Dic lI 
Oermont-Fcrrand, Fmnce. 
Our aim was to study the clanality and the lymphocyte repertoire in cutaneous 
lymphomas and pscudolymphomas. 
Method: TCR r chain gene rearrangements were studied by PCR-CG clnmp-DGGE 
using the multiplex procedure (to detecl a clonal dominance) and peR mOlloplex 
(lymphocyte repertoire study) , Were included 43 skin and node biopsies from : 16 
mycosis fungoidcs (MF) and S~zary syndrome (SS.), 13 pleomorphic lyl11 phomas 
(PL), 6 lymphomatoid papulosis (LyP), 5 non cutaneous T-cell lymphomas and 3 
pseudolymphomas. 12 biopsies were obtained from : I Hodgkin's disease and II 
benign lymphocytic demlutosis. 
Results : A dominant clone was d etec ted in 69% of MF .\IId SS (11/11 infiltruted 
lesions, 015 lesions of l'eCen l onsel), 91% of PL, 17% of Lyp, 80% of nOn cutaneous 
T--cell lymphomas and 0% o f all other cases. T wo dominant c lones were detected in 
92% of P L, 25% of MF and S5 and 0% of LyP. The 1110nople);. procedure detected 2 
(04 identical clones in LyP and ilL lesions from the sume p~tient and 3 to 5 identical 
clones in [wo different LyP lesions in another patient . 
Comments : This sludy, 1- confinn that, even using pe R, a dominant done is not 
~t~ted in Cut:lneous lymphoma a t the earl y stage, 2- suggests thnt the genotyp ic 
pauem of PL is panicular and. 3- sugges ts the existence o r n reacti ve n Oll tumorous 
lymphocyte popul ,uion in different lesions from (he sa me pa. cient wlwcever the 
histological lype is. These tu11lor infiltrating lymphocytes c lo ne could belo ng to II 
clone specific cellul ar immune respo nse. Work is now in progress to chartlc[e ri ze 
these lymphocytes. 
39C 
UVA MODULATE CELL ADH ES ION AND INTEGRIN EXPRESS ION IN I-IUMAN 
DERMAL FlBROSLASTS. A Tunel C. Lebre\OD L Duhonrol B Coulomb . Inscrm U 
312, Labornloirc de DcnnatoJogic. J-Iopilal S<'l inl -Lollis, 75475 Paris Cedex 10 - Fr;1n~e . 
T he internctions of cells with the eXlfiJcc llu!ur matrix modify fibroblasts behaV ior. 
Particu larly, Ihey lead UVA radiat ions to have more pronounced cy to toxic effects 
fCoulomb. 1996J . The aim of this work \\1;1$ thus to study the effects of UVA f"di;.\lions 0\\ 
fibrob lasts adhes ion und 0 11 Ihe express ion of g iven intcgril\s sllb ~ nils invo lved ~n 
collagen (ai, (2) or fibroncclin (0.5) binding. Fibroblasts. cultured lor 3 or 4 days III 
monolayers. were irradhllcd with UVA (2. 10 and 20Jlcml) nnd seeded onto collagen. or 
(ibroneclin coated supports for I hOUL Adhes ion was then evaluated by COUIltlng 
adhering cells and illlcgrin subunits expression was cvuluatcd by illll11unoh\bclling. 
-fibroblasts adhesion is stimulated by 2J/cm: UVA radiation while h!ghcr dos~s ( 10 :~nd 20 
J1cm~ inhib it this adhesi on, PKC is involved in the mechnnismlcadmg to n sLun uhltlon of 
celJ adhesion since GFI 09203X (n specific jnhibitor of PKC in libroblasts (Le Prlllsc.J99.J)) 
inhibits uli s e ffect. while PKC does lIo t seem to be inVOlved in the inhibition process. 
·Thc intcgrinF al :lI1n ,.,." "ltuun it" cx:p rc!'s ion is usuall y sti ll1ulnlcd. hy a 2.I/c ml UV;\ 
radiation but o.J express ion is inhibited il' more thnn 20% o f non-irrndlllted ce ll s express 
al . On th e oppos ite . the crfec ls of the UVA 0 11 0.2 express ion do not depend on the ~olltro l 
expressio n . Higher doses of UVA nlways decrease the expression of o. J. Conccmlllg 02 
expression , these higher doses ( 10 and 2OJ/cml) stimulate 0.2 when 21/cm1 inhibits 0.2. b.lIt 
they decrease a2 when 2J/cm2 sti nmlates 0:2. rinally, ~ is generaly weakly expressed III 
controls. increascd by 2J/cm' UVA rad iation and then dcc reased for higher doses. 
fnconcl us ion, thi s work shows thm the UVA rad iation modify cell -matri x inte ractions by 
modulating adhes ion properties and integrin express ion. By sludying signal t ran s~ uction 
inVOlved in these modulations. it will be possible to beller understand the Olechll l11sms by 
v.'hich Lhe extracellular mlltrix mOdify libroblast:i bclwvior. 
He 
p53 AN D M OM - 2 GENE EX PRESS IO N IN HUMAN S KI N. 
J.E Daznr(\l 2. ~I. tL_ji~Q.P , ~2. J-J Guilho 11 1, N Basset -SCgl~in l. 
LaboratOl re de Dermato logie Moleculaire1, Instltut de Gcnctiquc MoJccu\a\fC1, 
Montpe llicr. Frnncc. . .' . 
Recently. we have shown lhut the MDM-2 gene is highly expressed III dlfJ crenu;.IIed 
Normal Human Skin (N I-IS) und probably independently of (J53. Here .• we used several 
methods to de tect p53 :md MDM-2 prO[cins ill order to de fine expressIOn levels of both 
genes in NHS. Moreover, to be tte r understand the re lationship betwce.n MDM -2 
(1-pression and keralinocyle di fferen~il\t\{)n . we have foHowed the expression o f bOlh 
~es in Psoriatic Skin (PS). a benign hyperproliferative pathol?gy (n~ 1 3). The p51 and 
MDM-2 prote in analYS is wns performed by immunohistochclllistry (IHC) nn~ \Ve.ste:n 
Blot experiments (WB) by the usc of a panel of monoclonal and polyclonal nllllbC?dlCS III 
NHS, in PS nnd in vitro in Reconstructed S kin (RS) from Normal Human Kcral1nocyte 
(NHK) a nd human tumor ce ll Jines containing n mutated (Hae aT, A43 1) or deg~ndecl 
(KN20) p 53 prote in. Results were compared 10 that oblained rrom control c.e ll IlI1es : 
MCF-7 fo r p53 and 3T3DM for MDM-2. Our results have shown for p53 I) that t~e 
protein js nol detectable by IHC ill NHS. whereas its express ion is c1ei.lrlr observed In 
RS fro m NHK, H;JCaT , and A431 cells, ii) a signifi cant aIll0l1l1t of prolem IS detected. by 
WB in al l tissues studied suggesting that the epitopcs arc inaccessible for ilL Sitfl detcct~on 
or that the express ion levels afC too low. In contrnsl. we fo und a good corrc lalio n 
between the deteclion of MDM -2 in [HC and \VB experiments in !llltissues. Fin.ally, pS3 
protein js undetec table by lHC in PS .md the ex pression of MDM-2 pro~c1l1 IS \lIgh\y 
diminishe d in till proliferati ve layers. This study shows that significant yet different .Ievels. 
of pS3 an d MDM-2 proteins arc found in NHS. Moreover. diminished express ion 01 
MDM-2 prote in in psoriatic skin further support s it s potentia l ro le in epidermal 
diffe ren tiation. 
ABSTRACTS 821 
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TAT PROTEIN REPRESSES METALLO ENZYMES INVOLVED IN PEROXIDE 
METABOLISM AN D INCREASED UV-A CYTOTOXICITY IN BELA CELLS. 
Richard Marie-Jeanne" P Guiraud. Fnvicr Alain. Beani Je. Grepo (Research group o n 
oxidative diseases) . Faculte de Mcdecine-Phanllacie. Grenoble, France. 
Several human immunodeficiency virus (Hl V) gene products are important in the 
regulation o f viral gene expression. Of these. the Tat ( tTans-acting transcriprio llul 
activator) nnd Rev proteins nrc essential for virus replica tion. On the other hand HJV 
infection is nssoe:ia\cd with oxidative stress. We explorcd the rc\alionship between Tat 
expression, metalloenzyme invo lved in peroxides metabo lism and UV-A irradiatio n. 
Ce lls are submitted to UVA radiat ion) known to generate intracellularly hydrogen 
peroxide. We demonstrated that cytotoxic ity o f UV-A is increased in Heln- tnt (Icthal 
dose 50: 66 ± 3 I/cm2) compared to wild cells (lethal dose 50: 89 ± 2.5 J/cm2) . The 
susceptibihy o f l-Ic1a-t8t to UV A is not linked to metal contents but seems to be due to 
a deep decreasc in metalloenzyme invo lved in peroxide metabo lism 
We found that Hela cells which produce Il,e HlV regulatory protein Tat (Hela-tat) 
have depressed levels of Ghllathiol1c peroxidase (GSH-Px) (3 1.5 ± 0.7 vs 12.3 ± 2.5 
U/g prot wild compared Hels -tnt cells) whereas intracclhllnr selenium (5c) level was 
nO{ a ffected. Calalase activity was also significantly affec ted (6.97 ± 0.37 \IS 5.36 ± 
O.sS U/mg prol wild compared Hcb -In! cells) bUI less than GSH-P • . These 
deficiencies in antioxidant enzymes rnay contribute to the establislunem and 
mailllcnance of oxidative stress when cells are exposed to pathological states involving 
free radicals production, 
Thesc data suggest that HlV could take co mro l o f the cell 's antiox idant sullus and 
UVA could induce conditions necessary for successful virnl replication. 
40C 
AN EX VIVO STUDY OF CONGENtTAL PIGMENTED NEVI ON RECONSTRUCTED 
EPIDERMIS. Bessou s1, Morichon F1, S urleve-Bazeille J.E2. Bioulac-Sage p3, Pain ~1 .. Tai'eb A 1.4. I Lab?rato!re de Derf!latologie, Uni~ersite V.ictor Segarsn, Bordeau)( II _ 
Departeme%t de BIOlogl8 Cellu la tre et de Mlcroscople Electronique Universite 
8~r~eau)( I - ~aboratoi re d'Anatomie Pathologie - 4Unite de Dermatologie Pedl31rlque, 
Hopltal Pellegrin Enfants , Bordeaux, France. 
Congenital pigmented nevi a re present In around 1 % of neonates. The biological 
behaviour of nevus cells as compared to normal melanocytes and melanoma celts 
remains debated. To study pigment cells from congenttal pigmented nevi , we made 
autologous or heterologous reconstructions With normal keratinocytes on a dead 
deepidermized fermis, Nevus cells onginated from the derma! epidermal junction or 
from the dermis. 19 series of experiments were performed WIth compound congenital 
pigmen.ted nevi according to a technique published ecul\el (Pigm Cell Res "1995;8:241-
9) . When perilesional normal epIdermiS was not ava ilable reconstructs were made With 
keraltnocytes of healthy donors, after culture and elimination of normal melanocytes. 
Nevus ce lts were used as fresh suspensions or after culture Dermal nevus celts were 
obtained afte r enzyme treatment and nylon gauze mtratio~ to remove hair follicles 
Reconstructed epidermis were grown 15 days at the air-liquid interface with or without 
UVB exposure. A macroscopic. histologic and ultrastructural evaluation was performed, 
Only with non cultured celts and with those bne/ty cultured typical nesting of ne ..... us cells 
was noted at the dermal epidermal junction or in the superficial dermis aSSOCiated With 
macroscopica lly detectable s mal pigmented macules. UVB exposure produced and 
upward migration migration of dermal nevus cells in the supra basal layers of the 
reconstructed epidermis. These characters were lost after aile week of culture of nevus 
celts prior to epidermal reconstruction. 
Our data strongly suggest that the lost of envi ronnementa l factors in culture induces a 
reversal of the phenotype of nevus cells which is close lo that of normal melanocytes. 
The a.ltern ative hypothesis, which seems less tenable , is that normal melanocytes exist 
even In the dermiS and overgrow nevus cells In long-term cultures 
42C 
EXPRESSION OF FOS/JUN FAMILY MEMBERS IN KERATINOCYTE CULTURE 
MODELS IN VITRO. N BA§sgt-SPgujn 1\ Tesnjere I TournilJac J e Moles 
.J hI GllilhQll Laboratoire de DePMto l ogie Molecula ire. I,U.R.C., 
Montpellier, France. 
We have previously s hown the importance of the c-fos prot:O-oncogene 
in kerati nocyte differentiation. Fos and j un proto-oncogene belonging 
to a family of genes, we have studied in this work by 
inununohistochemistry uning polyclonal s pecific antibodies against e-
Fag , Fra 1, rt"a 2 , Fos B. c-Jun. Jun BAnd Jun 0 (generous gift from 
.K. Pfarr , l ns ticut Pasteur) the presence of these proteins i n in vitro 
reconstructed tissues with no rmal human kerntinocyte RE-KHN 
(differentiating nonnally) a nd tumoral kel"llti nocyte RE-KHT (A431 
cells which do not d.1!ferentiate) . Our results have confirmed that c-
FOB is present in basal and suprabasal keratinocyte of RE-KHN. In 
t h i s tissu e Fra 1 and Jun D are detected throllghout epiderlM l layers , 
as we ll as Fra 2 wit.h increased intensi t.y in the gra nular layer f01: 
chi s latter . Fos Band Jun D have a. disperse pa.ttern and c-jun is not 
detected . Conversly, in RE-KHT, c-F'os, c-Jun, Fra 1, Fra 2 are 
negative, j un D is always posi tive and I~os B and Jon B seem 
stimulated. Kinetic e xpression studies after serum stimulation of NHR: 
s how a rapid and s ustained «4h) expression o f c- f os , Fro 1 , Fra 2 
nnd Jun E. Fos B stain ing is weak, c-j un is undetectabl e and jun D 
appears constitutively axpressed.These reSUlts show chat these gene 
are differentially expressed in recons tructed epidermis a nd t ha t c-
Fos/c-Jun heterodimers are not the major form. Additionnaly they 
bring furt he r evidence of the role of c -Fos , Fra 2 and potontially 
Frn 1 in kerll. t i nocyte differf.!ntiation and show that. jun D expression 
could be essen t ial in .keratinocyte regardless the state of the cell 
*Abstrac t no. 36C is unpubli shed . 
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INSULIN STIMULATION OF KERATlNOCYTE HAPTOTACTIC MIGRATION 
lNVOLVES ACTIV ATION OF NFd3 TRANSCRIPTION FACTOR. P Yerrando'" 
B Kab(!~Pcd¢S.1 A M Dcooljcl 1 • 1. INSERM U387. 2 Wbofc loirc d'Jnvcsljg::lIjon 
des Maladies de I. Peau. :> INSERM U119, H5pilal SIC Marguerite. 13214 
MARSEILLE - FRANCE. 
Insulin-mediatcd kcrminocyw motility as weIJ as Ihe role of NFKB 
transcription { .. clOT in lhis proccss were ex.amined. Insulin caused n. dose-dependent 
stimulation of kc ratinocyrc ITtigration (hal maximally reached 2-foJd ,It 2x 10'7 M 
honnonc. This phenomenon wns independent of the nature of the cxtTi.lccHular matrix. 
component on which the cell migrnted. indicating that a specific intcgrin- ligand 
complex is not (cquircd.A J 0" M insulin lr'Cnuncnt of kcnuinocYlcs resulted in 
activalion of 0. major KB DNA bintting. complex wilhin 15 to 30 minutes, which was 
identified as the p65/p50 NF<B heterodimer by e lectrophoretic mobi lity shift assays. 
The activation induced nuclear tnUlslocation of cy\osoHc pools of NF'li:B factor. The 
usc of two inhibitors of hcB(a) dcgradaLion which net by different processes 
(modificillion of ccU redox s latus and inhibition of protcasomc acuvity) reversed the 
insulin-stimulated kcralinocytc hnprolactic migration. The compounds inhibited the 
insulin -induced nuclear lranslocarion of NFKB as detccted by confocal Jaser 
microscopy . Taken together these experiments demonstrate for the rust lime that 
insulin is able to sti mulate haptotactic migiJtion of epidermal kcrntinocylc through ' 
aCli vation of Nfd3 transcription factor. and provide a first clue to the mech.mism of 
insulin-induced haptOl3c li c migration. 
45C 
PURIFICATION OF HUMAN EPIDERMAL CORNEODESMOSIN, A BASIC 
PROTEIN OF CORNEODESMOSOMES. M. Montezin M. Simon M Guo"in G, 
~ Depanment of Biology and Pathology of the Ceff, INSEAM CJF 9602-IFR 30, Pur-
pan School at Medicine. TOulouse, France. 
Recent studies tuwe shown the major role ot corneodesmosomes 10 corneacyte cohesion. 
We have identified a new prolein specific 01 these structures: the corneodesmosin. It Is 
synthesized as a procursor of 52·56 kD in the granular keral1nocY'es, then Incorporated in 
corneodesmosomes and prol8olyzed during the maturation 01 the stratum corneum. The 
lasl slep ot the proteolysis II, fhe uppermost comeocytes seems to be a key event in 
desquamation. 
The purification of this basic protein (pi::. 8.5) from normal human epidermis was initfated 
by extraction of the precursor in a hypotonic buffer. The extract was Injocted on an anion 
exchange column at pH 7.5. Flowing through proteins (almost 5 % of the extracted pro· 
leins) were then Injected on an allinily column which was coupled with a specific mono-
clona l antibody (G36-19 Or F28-27). Immunoadsorbed proteins were oluted at acidic pH. 
Corneodesmosln was found to be highly preponderant In the oluted fractions. The purifi-
cation yield was greater than 90 %. A preparative bidimensional electrophoresis was per· 
formed to achieve purification to homogeneity. Corneodesmosin was estimated to be 
1/1,000 of the extractable protein masS. The purified protein was very unstable both al 
room temperalure and al 4 °C. 11 could be 6tabilized by addition 01 SOS or protease in-
nibitors 
Sequencing of the amlno·termlnal end, end of internal popUdes produced by proteolysis 01 
the purified protein is currently in progress. The resu/!s should conllrm the seQuence ob-
tained by cloning and, in particular, that the 52·56 kD protein 15 produced aller cleavage of 
a signal pep1ide. 
48P 
EFFECr OF DERMAL INTOX ICATION BY BCES: AN IN VITRO STUDY. 8... 
~l [; Ge!llilholllmc2 I Bcroier2.~2. Y NevclIx:l D Schmilll. I: 
INSERM U.HC,. H5p. Ed. Herri ot. Lyon. 2: C. R.S ,S.A .. La Tronche Grenoble. 3: 
l-I .I.A . Val de Grace. Paris. France. 
III hu",an. direct skin ilHtlXicalion by ype rite. Bis(bc\Uchluroethyl)sullide (BCES). 
induces lesions similar to thermal burns. cll'lfi.lcterizcd by slowness of cicutri:mtion. We 
/lave acvcloppcd an ill vim) madel of skin clluivll lclIl to invcs ri gatc some of Ihe 
mechanisms involved ill this pmcess. HUmall derma l fibrubla sts were scetled into type ) 
cl\lI.\gcl\ ge ls and. the (.mkes '"'ere t ulturetl without tension . They were eXIJOscd on (he 
se\'ctl lh duy 10 L'unccnlr,il lions uf BCES r'ilJlging from 5.J(r6 10 5. JO~3M in DMEM, ill 
parti liel 10 nega tivc coruml s (DMEM "lone tlntl solvtl lli 0.5% cthanol in DMEM) <lntl 
supplementary lauices irradia ted by gamma ray with .1 single dose of 50 Gy which serve 
as positive controls. Direct inloxic.uion of dermal eq uivalent lead to a l10se and time 
dependant cyw\m:.ici ty. A uecrc,\se of macroscopic retntction of collagen l<Juices was 
observed. parallel 10 Ihe toxic concent riJtioll . w ith .• tt the histological level. absence of 
collagcn fibe r.s rcnrgnni'l.i\thm. Flbmblu8t biosynthesis of fibronectin Wi.\!, al!:'o inhibited 
upon inloxiL:.uiun by BCES. llppreci .. ilcu .Il rhe immullobi()chcmic:JJ i.l nl1 
immunohistochemical level as wen tiS the expression or tcnascin. These ll ennal 
alterations were corrcliltct.l with secondary troubles of epilhelial maUirarion of non 
jntoxicil ted normal human keratinoc:y tcS. Cellul ar adhesion W;tS perturbed, as visualized 
by iI l1eluy in the expressiun am! the rcorgi.\1li'l.ati\)1\ uf bi\~c.ment membmnc componcttls: 
Illminin. col/uSc" IV lwd tii}rOflcclin. Epidermal m.Hum!jon W;I.') alsf) ilffcCICd. as shown 
by the abscllI..:e of termimll l1iffercn1ial10n murkcrs. We. thus demons\n\ted. in this in 
vitro model. that direc t uennaf illtcrillions sccondnrly induce m<uufiaio fl di sturlnlllcc of 
untrea tcd kcnninoc.y tcs. These tI<lta illustrate the. key role or dermal ·epidernml 
in leractions. in the normal skin reconstruc tion. Clinically. Ihis ca n explain slowness of 
dcmri.'wlion observed <lftcr hum<lJl skin injury by BeES. 
tf:Abstract nO. 46C is ullpubIishcd_ 
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EXI'RESSION . CLONING OF THE HUMAN CORNEODFSMOSlN. M. Guertin M, 
.s.l.!:nQn, ~. nnd G. Serre. Depanmen( of Biology and Pndlology of Ihe Cell. INSERM 
elF 9602~lFR 30, Toulollse-Purpan School of Medicine. Toulouse, France. 
Corncodesmosin is a lute differentiation protein of cornified squllmous epithelia, defined 
by Ihrec mouse monoclonal antibodies (Mub), 036-17. F28-27. and BJ7~2J. produced after 
immunisation with human stratum corneum. lIs location ih the eomcocytc-specific reorganised 
dcsmosomes ·.comeodesmosomes- suggests l\ role for this protein in stmlum corneum cohesion. 
Arl expression library \Vas sYllIhesizcd by oJigo(dn priming of poly(A+) RNA from hunun 
epidermis (2}J g). and unidirection.\\ cloning i" lumbda ZAP Express veclor (Sl'rat3gel'le). 
hmnulloscrecning was pcrfonhed without libmry IImplification, usi ng u cocktail of the three 
Mnbs. Six independent cloncs were purified. tested with cnch Ml.lb. analysed by restrictico. 
mapping. tmd sequenced by one run at both ends of the inserts. 
Data nnnlysis revealed that the six clones were overlapping. and eswblished rI preliminal)' map 
of the three cpi topes defmed by the Mabs. on the comeodesmosin sequel'lee. BLAST dlltt\-basC' 
search indicuted Ihnt corneodesmos in is identical to the product of the S gene. idenlified by 
CpG islund analysis (}f the HLA class I region. However. complete sequencing of the clones-
revealed minor differences with Ihe published S sequence. and prcd,clw a slightly Iargtt' 
protein product (5 14 instead of 486 amino acids). Genomic analysis arc being perfonned (0 
elucidate these differences. JmmunobJot analysis of Cos~7 cells. trunsietuly Irnnsfecled with the 
comcodesmosin eDNA.. identified a unique protein with nn apparent molccular weight of 60 
kOa. slighlly higher than the 56·52 kOn fonn eXIr;1cted from epidemlis. 
Surprisingly. cloning also revealed thai comeodesmosin is it highly serine# and glyc\nt-rich 
protein (near 30% and 15%, respectively). Siructurni dOl11ains composed of ex tended glycin~ 
loops huvc been described in olher epidermal profeins (cYICK-em tins and loricrin) and m 
supposed to be of highly Oex.ible 1\n\Urc.. These motives could tlccount . 1.\1 least in part. for the: 
mechanicll l propenics of the corneodesmosomes. 
47P 
CYCLOSPORIN A INHmITS INDUCmLE NITRIC-OXIDE SYNTHASE 
(IN OS) INDUCTION AND TNF- Il RELEASE IN HUMAN 
KERATINOCYTES. 
Pierre· Andre Bechcrel. Liliane LeGoff. Olivier Chosldow Camill F 
ava Massa a 1. an Mlc let Arock. Depts of Dermatology and Immunology. 
l iUc· pHrScre JiospHa.L Paris. France. 
Cycfosporl n A Is u sed In lhe treatment of sysLemlc and cut.a ncous a uto· 
immune diseases. such as psorlasls. severe erosive Hche.n p)~nus or acute 
GVHD. bolh in topica l or syslemic ad mlnlslraUon . Gcneration of NO is 
thought to be a n Important event during Inflammatory response of variouS 
cell types tncludtng human keraUnocyles. Lt has been suggested that tNOS 
was exp ressed In psoriattc keratinocytcs . and we h ave previously 
demonstrated that rc Unolds exertcd their antHnOammalory effect through 
InhlblUon of tNOS mRNA expression In LPS/II'N-y activated kerallnocytes. 
We h ere Investigated the effects of eyA 011 iNOS expreSSion by ~PS (l 
11MI/lFN-y IIDDOU / mIl sll ll1uluted human kera l/nocyte •. The release 01 
nitrites in culture supern atants was inhibited In a dose dependent manner 
ICyA: 10-5_10- 1 M.lnhlbillon: 12-80%1 a f'ler48 ancl12 h. ThesynU1csis ol 
TNF-o. was a lso Inhibited by 75% 1140 to 30 pg/mll ane .. cell prelncuballon 
wllh CyA. The cnzymallc conversion of 14C-L-Argtnlne to 14C-L-CltrullIne 
was strongly down-modulated 1110 pmol/mn/mg 10 35 pmol/mn/mgJ. and 
this Inhibition waS not due to a direct effect of CyA on the enzyme activity. 
Actually. RT-PCR experiments confirmed that the INOS mRNA was down 
modulated after an Incuballon of 18h with CyA. These results suggest that 
Lhe cltnlcal a ntI-Inflammatory clleCIS of CyA mlghL In pa rL he explained by 
the InhlblUon of lNOS gene IranscripUon In Inflammatory ke.ratinocytes and 
s ubsequent TNF-(l synthesis. 
49P 
MODULATION OF 19B-DEPENDENT HYPERSENSITIVITY REACTION BY 
MlZOLASTINE: INHll3lTION OF ANTIGEN-INDUCED SOLUBLE ICAM- I RELEASE 
Jli.YlY.Q. L Michel· L Dubcnrct* E Jc.III ·Louis ... . M Ml1lTiclll.A!?l!nes+~+.· 
lNSERM U3 12, (-Ca pital Saint-Louis. Paris: +SYllI1l6/libO Recherche. Oagflcux. France, 
Mizolastine(M) is ;:\ new non-sr.:dat ivc 1-1 1 antagonist proven to be cffcclivc and s3fe 
in the \fcu\mcnl of i.\l\crgic rhinitis and urticaria. The purpose of the swdy was (0 
Cfunntilalively nl1aly:tc the in ih ibilory effects of mizolustinc all the development of IgE· 
depcndent hYPCfliicnsitivilY react ion induced by antigenic challenge in vivo. Twelve pollen· 
sensi tive patienls (2J±6 yrs) were included in a double-b lind cross-over study verSIlS 
placebo (P). Pmicnts oru ll y received 10 mg M or p. once dni1 y. for 5 days. during the fitSt 
pcrio<ilHld vice versa tlfcer a :1 week wash·oUl period for tile second period. On d.1Y 4, by 
using il non invasive ski n chamber technique. the rclasc of mediators such liS hi stamine. 
tryplusc. soluble fCAM-1 (s ICAM~ I). vascular pcnncability after.llions or inn:unmatorycell 
reCllIilmcnt were invesligtl lcd al sk in sites cha llenged with grllss pollen or exogenoUS 
hll\ \aminc during 24 hours. St,\\istic.\\ lmalysis of rcsllits showed no carry#ovcr effece. 
Results after 2 hou rs and during the first 8 hours of challenge shnw Ihat nl lhollgh M 
compared 10 P did not a\\er histamine or Iryplasc release. it s\gnifici.\I\lIy i!'h\bitetl the early 
I1mllalC sICAM· J release nfler .'j:u~liIined ch.11lenge with gnlss po ll en (afler 2h: pSO.OJ) or 
hi swminc ("ftcr 2 and 8h: pSO.05). In addition. M significantly inhibi\ed pro\ein 
cx(ravasaliQrI ;:Ifler slimllJafion willi eilherpollen (pSO.04 IJI 2h, p~O,OO] :JI 8h) or hist.mJine 
(liner 2h: pSQ.OO), afrer 8 h: p~O.009). M also significunlly decreased the monocyte 
recru itment ohserved on the superficial dennis 2411 aner antigellicchnlfcnge (pSO.035). In 
conclusion. although M did 1I0t alter c ula llCQUS mast cell dcgrnnulalion itl vivo. it reduced 
thl.! c~\rly l.\l\d lut(). allcrgk. response such as sICAM·1 rclC,I5C or protein cxtfuvasation us \vell 
:IS inflammiltory cell recnlitmcnt during IgE-mec.liatcd rc,\ctiolls ill the skin. 
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SOP 
thee! Of tI11z0lasune VS placeoO In AcqUifea Cold Induced Urticaria (ACIU) :" 
the cold stimulation time test (CSTI) 
E Leynadier L. DubertreJ, M. Murrieta-Agultes, G. Magnier, Paris (France) 
L. Michel 
Cold ,:,rticaria (CU) is a rare lorm of physical urticaria. The ice·cube lest is used for 
the dlagnoshc of most CU and the CSTT is defined as the minimum time of cold 
contact stimulation required to induce an immediate coatescent wheat (CW). 28 
pauents (35 ± 17 yrs) suffering from ACIU for 6 ± 8 yrs were included in a double-
blind cro.ss-over placebo (P)·controlled study to evaluate the effect of M, a new HI 
anta)lomst, effective in allergic rhinitis and urticaria. Patients received Ml Omg or P 
a.d. In .the 1st penod for 7 days and viceverSB in the 2nd period. On day 0,7,21 and 
28 an. Ice-cube was applied in the forearm for time interval up to 15 min .. until a CW 
was Induced. The diameter of wheal was measured 5,10 and 20 min., after 
remo.ve.d the ice-cube. When a positive test was elicite it was repeated at 3.6 and 
to. mln.lntervals In order to stablish the CSTI. The seVe 'v of prurit was evaluated 
usmg a Visual analog scale [(VAS) 0-10 cm]. Statistical analysis showed no carry-
over and no sequence effects. The intent-to-treat analysis showed that M compared 
to P : 
delayed the cold-induced whealing reaction (p=0.006 vs P) with a CSTI> 15 min. 
for 36% of M responder patients vs 14% with P(p<0.05). 
decreased the CW at 3 and 10 min. (p<O.OI and p<0.009). 
decreased at least 50% the total score of wheal response (sum of diameter 
measured at 3,6 and 10 min.) in 67% of M patients vs 30% with P (p<O.OOI). 
decreased the cold induced pruritus (p<0.005 vs P). 
In conclusion, in comparison to P, mizolastine decreases and delays the cold 
Induced coalescent wheal measured by a ice·cube test in patients with ACIU . 
S2P 
EFFECT OF AN EXTRACT OF CYANOPHYCEAE ON THE CUTANEOUS 
CELLULAR STIMULATION. L Fort-LacosteO M CharveronO I CerutiO 
R NavarroO E GoorisO . OCentre de Recherche Dcrmo-Cosmctiquc Pierre Fabre, 
Vigoulet-Auzil , BP 74, J 1322 Castanet Tolosan, France. 0 Inst itut de Recherche Pierre 
Fabre, CHU de Rangueil, 31054 Toulouse, France. 
The cellular stimulation act ivity of an extract of Cyanophyceae is evaluated by severa) 
l55ays u sing monolayer cutaneous cellular cultures, and the building of an epidennal 
sheet in vitro. 
The ceilular growth of several kinds of epithelial and fibroblastic cells is measured by a 
spectrophotometric method, using the test of transformation of MIT, nller treatment at 
JeVeral concentrations of the extract of Cyanophyceae, against EGF as reference 
product. A test of l11etabolization of XTT by a determined population of fibroblast in 
culture, completed by an oxygraphy method with measure of oxygen used by cells, using 
a Clark electrode, allows to assess the effect of this extract on the cellular metabolism. 
The epidermic sheet is built from a human monolayer kcratinocyte culture on 
polycarbonate support , at increased concentrations of extract nnd against EGF as 
reference. After 14 days of culture, including 6 in submerged conditions, sections arc 
made for histological treatment (hematoxyline-eosine coloration) and for 
immunofluorescence (Ki67, propidium iodide). 
The present extract of Cyanophycae has a dependent-dose effect on the main tested 
methods, its average of activity is about 10 ~glml. 
The association of theses various methods obviously allows to show that the stimulating 
activity of this extract implics a restart ofcellulnr metaboli sm. 
The active parts of this extract arc now under identification process. 
54P 
PHONOPHORESIS OF SALICYLIC ACID AND HYDROCORTISONE UNDER 
HYDROCOLLOID DRESSING . L Machet C Pelucio-LoDes F. Patat G, 
Lorene L Vaillant Service de dermatologie et laboratoire d'ultrasons signaux et 
instrumentation, F-37044 Tours cedex, France. 
Hydrocolloid dressings are used alone or associated with corticosteroids in the 
treatment of psoriaSis. The aim of this study was 1) to study percutaneous 
diffusion of salicylic acid and hydrocortisone when administred under a 
hydrocolloid dressing, and 2) to investigate the additional effect 01 ultrasound on 
percutaneous delivery. 
Sonication was carried out at 1.5 W/c m2, 1.1 MHz for 20 minutes. We used 
modified Franz diffusion cells adapted for sonication. During sonication the 
temperature in the donor compartment was continuously monitored and 
maintained at 31 °C by the COOling coil. Dillusion of tritiated hydrocortisone and 
14·C salicy!ic acid across whole human skin was determined b,' liquid scin!i::::tion, 
and the steady-state flux (pg/cm2lh ±SEM) was determined. 
Mean steady-state fluxes are expressed in the Table. 
control dressing dressing+ultrasound 
Hydrocortisone 3.0±O.6 3.2±O.5 3.6±O.5 
Salicylic acid 40.5±4.5 43.2±4.2 46,3±3.7 
No increase in steady-state dilfusion rates was observed in an ex vivo assay 
y~th the 2 drugs. Clinical improvement observed in open in vivo studies with 
hydrocolloid dreSSings associated with dermocorticoid may be due to factors 
other than increase in percutaneous diffusion. 
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S1P 
FOLLOW OF THE THICKNESS EVOLUTION OF THE ADIPOSE TISSUE OF 
THE EXTERNAL FACE OF THIGH IN WOMAN BY ULTRASOUND 
IMAGING.J.C. Pittet", P. Beau', S. Schnebert", P. Perrier" - 'Spincontrol, 
Tours. France. iipal1umschnstlan olOf, St. Jean-ae-Braye, France. 
The aim of th is study was to verify, on a reference group of 30 women, 
the existence and the exlent of thickness variations of the adipose tissue 
localised on the external thigh face. Followed parameters during 3 months : I ) 
the thickness of the adipose tissue of the thigh external face by ultrasound 
imaging (14 Mhz) ; 2) the perimeter of thighs ; 3) the weight, Selected women. 
were menstruated. had a stable conlraceptlon and weight (20 <BMI< 25). 
Examinations have been realised every 15 days. Echographic results 
demonstrated that 60% women exhibit significant vanations of the thickness of 
the subcutaneous tissue (2 mm ; 6%). related to the menstrual cycle. These 
variations appeared precisely 4 days before or during the period of 
menstruation. Evolution of the perimeter and the weight confirmed these 
results. This sludy has allowed: 1l to confirm the interest of the ultrasound imaging for a such approach: 
2 to demonstrate the existence of a relationship between the menstrual 
cycle and the thickness of the adipose panicle ; 
3) to confirm the necessity to take into account these fluctuations in test 
efficiency test of slimming products. 
Because of the phase difference of the cycle for each woman in a same group (minIS), this periodic thickness variation does not appear for average values. 
ihis verification allows therefore the realization of efficiency tests. "group to 
group" (treated I ref. or treated I placebo) or by the comparison of the treated 
and the reference or placebo leg of a same woman. In this last case individual 
values are equally independent of these cyclic thickness variations. 
S3P 
SKIN VASCULARIZATION STUDY BY THE MEAN OF ULTRASONIC 
TECHNIQUES. F. Gens' I .P Remenieraso S. Diridollou' Y Gall' F PatatO 
M BersQn° (*) Centre J.L. Ali bcn. Insli lul de Recherche Pierre Fabre (Toulouse) ; 
(0) GlP UltrnsonslLUSSI, lNSERM U-3 t6 (Tours). 
The objecti ve of this study is to adapt the ultrasonic techniques to the specificities of 
the skin microcirculation, that is flow veloci ti es in the mOlls range and vessel size in the 
~lIn range. 
Measuring blood flow at well defined sites in human sk in is still an unsolved problem. 
Convent ional ultrasonic Doppler techniques arc not su itable for this type of 
measurcment because of long acquisition time and low spatial resolution compared with 
the tiny vascularization structure of the skin, and then cannot be easily used in clinical 
si tuations. In other respects, Laser Doppler do not provide any accuracy for the location 
of the measured volume. A dedicated technology based on a 20 M1-1z echographic 
imaging system has been developed. In order to reach the desired performances for 
future in-vivo work it will be shown how the experimental data, i.e. the radiofrequency 
backscattcred signa l, has to be analysed. Special care has to be paid to remove the 
artefacts caused by muscle tremulousness and respi ratory movements. 
In· vitro results show that velocity measurements as low as O. I mmls arc att ainable 
with 80 ~lm axial resolution and 200 ~lm lateral resolution. 
When transposed in-vivo, this technique will allow a more precise exploration of 
circulatory troubles in cutaneous pathologies. 
SSP 
ECHOGRAPHIC DEMONSTRATION OF FACIAL OEDEMA IN ADULTS 
AFTER 24 HOURS OF ANTI-ORTHOSTATIC BEDRE T AT -WOo 
S Diridollou* A Pavv-Le Traono A MnilletO F Bellossioo F Patat·· M T 
BaITel· M Berson" et Y. GaU· (*) Centre Jean- Louis Aliben, lnstitul de 
recherche Pierre Fabre, Toulouse. (") Unite 316 lNSERM et G.I.P Ultrasons de 
1'ours.(O) MEDES. Inslitut de Medecinc et de Physiologic Spntiales, Toulouse. 
(00) l'Acrospatinle, Toulouse. 
We were interested in investigating the appearance of facial oedema in subjects 
undergoing anti-ort hostatic bcdrest at an angle o f _100. 
Four subjects were measured on the rorehead bcfore. and after I, 10 & 24 hours in 
this supine position. During this time. interstitial fluid migration and facial oedema 
were assessed using a high resolution 8-scan ultrasound (Microscan - 20 MHz). and a 
device for mcasuring the skin's mcchanical properties. 
The result s obtained showed a progressive increase in dermal thick ness, 
supple~css a~d ~ension. and n reduction in elastici ty during the study period. 
ThiS prelimmnry study has dcmonstrated the reasab ility or the method in measuring 
nu~d displacement ul~d rctenti~n in thc skin. Furthcnnore, it highlight s the influence or 
flUIds on the Illcchamcal behavIOur orthe skill. 
We hope to be able to use these techniques for studying the redistribution of liquid 
masses during periods spent in space. 
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56P 
SEASONAl. AND ANATOMlCAl. VARIATIONS IN l.HE SURFACE STATE OF 
THE STRATUM CORNEUM. 
D Black A pel Pozo· V.Gali . lRPF. Centre lean-Louis AJ ibert, Toulouse, France; 
e') Departmenl of Pharmacy, Univers.ity of Barceiona, Spain. 
Twenty~five women aged 18 to 34 with normal skin were used to investigate the 
influence of season on the surface state of the stratum corneum. Volunteers were 
included who used li ttle or no body cosmetics. with facial cosmetics being allowed 
except during assessment periods. 
During February, April , July and December 1995 in Toulouse, three sites were 
studied; the crow's foot area of the face (CF A), the mid volar forearm , and the calf. 
On each site. the fo llowing measurements were made : skin surface capacitance 
(Cornea meter eM 420), transepidcrmal water loss (Evaporimcter EP I), squame 
morphology (D~squalnc + image analysis), surface roughness (replicas + image 
analysis), and corneocyte number (cpidermometer + counting). 
Differences with season, mainly between July and the other months, were seen 
wi lh calf and forearm sites. bUI nOI wilh lhe CFA. This was truc for all paramcters 
except surface roughness , which showed no seasonal vanation. The results \ndici\lCd 
that calf skin was driest and nakiest in winter, with forearm skin being similar but less 
pronounced. These two sites improved in summer, approaching that of tile CFA which 
remained well hydrated with regular desquamation at all times. 
Temperature, sunshine hours, and absolute humidity were greatest in July, which 
may explain the differences scen on calf and forearm sites. With regard to the CFA, the 
usc or facial cosmetics may also be a fac tor. 
5SP 
IN VIVO IMAGE ANAl. YSIS USED TO MEASURE SWEATING. 
1M Lagarde C. Sainl-Martory Y. Gall . 
Inslilul de Recherche Pierre Fnbre. Ccnrrc Jcan~Lou is Alibert , Toulouse. France. 
The aim or this study was to quanlify sweating activity, not only in terms of gross 
amounts produced such as (hat measured by gravimetric techniques fo r example, but 
also in terms of individual gland activity. We have thus developed an image analysis 
technique applicable to the assessment of sweat gland act ivity via the 
starch/iodine/sweat reaction. This technique has been lIsed for measurements 011 the 
sole of the fool. 
Using a videomicroscopc fitled wi rh a X50 objecti ve, images of black sweat 
droplets on a ycllowlbrown background can be acquired. 
We present here the image treatment procedure which enables the sweat droplets 
lO be separated from the background, alld sub!;c(lUenlly quantified . Using this 
technique. two a nti~perspiran' products were evaluuted, these being randomly 
allocated to each foot in a group of 17 subjects, and ap plied for 3 weeks. 
Both producls proved effecti ve in reducing sweating, one moreso thun the ot her in 
terms of the number. total surface area and si ~e distribution of droplets. 
60P 
ESTIMATION OF THE ATTENUATION PARAMETER FROM ECHOGRAPHIC 
BACKSCATrERED SIGNALS IN I·IUM AN SKlN EX VIVO. C.GlIi llcl F.Ossant, 
M.Be"')n L.Polireclol . INSERM U3 1fi. 2 bis Bd TOll lle\1 6, 1'-37042 TOURS Cedex . 
Tissue charactcriZillion consists in quantirying an acoustic parameter ror II 
diffc rclltiated diagnoSis between he.dthy and pathological (i ssues. In this study. we 
estimatc the allCllualion parameter on healthy skin samples thaI were excised on three 
women abdomcil. 
Our lransducer has a cCllIral freq uency of 35 MHz, a latera l and axial resolution of 85 
and 40 f.J m and is fixed 0 11 a 3 axis posit ioning system. Skin samples mc immersed in :t 
normal s~l1ine b:uh (Nnel 0.9%), il nd immni fiecJ. Several sc·1 of 256 backscallcrcd A lines 
:'Ire :'Icquircd on each s::unple ;n rcncxioll 1110de. Diffmetion is corrected. An appropriate 
!\ignal procc!\sing method cun allow \.IS to h,we .\CCess to the mean attcl1ui.llion parameter 
in Ille derm is (Table I J. 
Tahle I : Mcan atlcl1uation measurements (dB/cm.MI·lz). 
Age Acq uisilions SCI!ol Me:lIll.1ttcllu:lti c>n 
33 years old 7 2.7 +1- 0,5 dB/em.MI-lz 
42 years old 2.5 +/~ 0.3 dB/em.MHz 
56 year.' old 2,4 +/- 0,4 dB/em. MHz 
Preliminary \lalucs in huma" skin ;.lre a little bi\ lower than th llt found in the lite rature 
concern ing porcinc skin ( ' ). We nOlice a slight decrcase or the uttclluution parameter 
with age. 
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CORRELATION BETWEEN EPIDERMAl. HYDRATION, TENSION AND 
SUPPLENESS OF THE SKIN. S. Diridollou" M.P Ane" J C Pinet "" F Palol ° M. 
Berson 0 Y Gall . er P Beau·. (*) Centre Jean- Louis Al ibert, Toulouse. (U) G.LP 
Ullrasons el U-3 16 l.N.S.E.ll..M de Tours. (0) Spin Conlrol el Ie laboraloire de 
Resonance Magnetique Nucleaire, Tours. 
The aim of this study was to correlate the hydrat ion, tension and suppleness of 
skin aftcr water~in~o il emollient npplication, using ill vivo assessment techniques. 
The study waS of randomised, open design, involving trealed and untreated 
(contro l) volar forearm sites of 10 healthy volunteers. Measurcll1ents were made 
before treatment (Oh), and after V" j 1 Y", 2'h, I)A, & SY.. hours of emollieJlt application. 
These were made using 3n NMR j magcr~spectrO l1leter (B i ospec~B ruker) which 
measures the transverse relaxation tiltle T2, a. good indicator of the hydration state of 
the inner and Outer epidermal layers; a high resolutioll B-scan uhnlsOlJOd (Microscan 
20), a CUlomeler and a eorneomeler (Courage & K hazaka). 
The results show that "superficial ep idermal hydration" and skin tension are 
ch.1nged after!l4h of product application. A maximal effect on skin suppleness and 
"deep epidemml hydration" is Seen after 2V~h . 
This study relates the hydration of the slratulll corneum and the epidermis to Ihe 
mechanical behaviour of the skin, and provides a better understanding of the time 
course and effects of emollients on skin. 
59P 
ASSESS MENT OF DRUG IRRITATION BY SLS- TANDEM APPLI CATION : 
EXPERIENCE WITH REn NOIC ACID AND PENEl"RATION ENHANCERS. 
.l clI lI -Philippc. U!ugier. Doris Schwindt S. Iris Ale lind Howard M<lib;lch. Department 
of Dermatology, Universi l.Y of C .. lirornill San rra llcisco. USA. . 
The combi rmlion of lopica\ drug :.\pplicMion ,l1ld surfactant skin injury, w\\h 
evaluat ion by bioengineering techniques, could be of grea t inlerest as a maximized assay 
to assess tolerance 10 topical products. One approach is to Illcasure the abi lity or ~c 
drug to disruptlhc skin b"rricr, i.c. to promote the response 10 a known irrilant applied 
subseq uelltly. Another is to evaluate the effects of the drug On a skin previously made 
marc sensiti ve Wilh an irritant. 
We applied drug penclr<lIioll cnha ll ccrs (Iaurocaprnlll. propylcne glyco l and SEI~A) 
before skin exposure 100.5% SLS. In .. second study, 0.05% retinoic acid was applied 
after sk.in pre-treatmcnt wilh 1% SLS. The vtlriMions of biophysicu\ skin panuueters 
(trails epidermal walcr loss. ery thellUi . cH paci lancc, blood now) and visual scoring were 
invcsti g.llcd. Chemicals were applied for 24h under occl usion on Ihe back of healthy 
volunteers. Controls were performed for every experiment. 
BOlh RA unci SLS irritant potent ia l were confirmed. However, the vari ations of.the 
in vestiga ted paramelers were dissi milar. suggestin g dirfercnt pharmaco-toxicologlcal 
mechanisms. In SLS pre-exposed skin. TEWL. erythema and scaling responses 10 ~A 
were incrcased. 0 .. the contrary. the nppli cut ioll or the \'Hrious drug pClIctrallo.n 
enh Cl llcers did not iuducc II significant differcnce lU SLS irritation. ~omparcd to theu 
respect ivc vchicles. 
Overall , in our lest the different c hcl11i c~Jl s r.mkcd in the expected order according tl? the 
previous d<\t.,\ t\va il"blc.. Hcwcv.;r, t.he second "pprm:\t.:h seems \ 0 be more effi~lCI\t. 
Fur(hermore. extcnsivc SLS injury may mask thc skin response to certain C henl l~nfs. 
Th ese resu lts suggest (hat the level of pre. irritation should be adjusted 10 the im tant 
potential of the chemicals tested. 
61P 
MOSQUITO BITE OF AEDES AEGYPTI INDUCES A PRURITUS AND AN 
ERYTHEMA MORE IMPORTANT THAN ANOPHELES STEPHENSI'S BITE. 
C Geyeaux T Leroy D. Van Neste,Skin Sludy Center, Skinterface sprl, 
Tournai, Belgiurn. 
The aim of Ihis study was to select the more suilabl.!., mosquitoes species for 
evaluating the effect of antagonists on human cutan, ous reaction after 
mosquilo bites. 
Six healthy adult volunteers (aged 20 Io 24 years) who did not had previoUS 
hislory of allergy were exposed to 2-3 mosquito bites on bolll forearms. 
Each forearm was bitten eilher by Aedes aegypti or by Anopheles 
stephensi, 2 mosquito species from different biotope. Intensity of pruritus 
was assessed on a visual analogue scale and the erythema was evalualed 
by the technique 01 chromamelry. All measurements were done during 90 
min and at 24 hours after mosquito bite. 
The results show that: Ihe evoll.lt.ion curye of pruritus indu"",1 by A. Mgy~'i 
increases SIrongly and longer Ihan Ihe one induced by A. slephensi, Ihe 
characteristic chromametric paramelers 01 the erythema vary more 
intensively in the case of A. aegypti. 
As A. aegypIi induces a pruritus and an erythema more important than A. 
stephensi, this kind of mosquito seems to be the more appropriated \0 the 
study of anti-inflammalory subslance efficacy. 
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SJOGREN'S SYNDROME: DRY SKIN OR ASTEATOTIC SKIN'! 
F. Peuvost L. Vuillant. A. Callens. L. Mllchet. A. de Muret. 
a Hii ttenhergcr F rutn'. G, Lorette. Luboratoirc Ultrl1sons Signa ux 
instrumen tution ct service de Dcrmnloiogic (Tours) . 
The aim of Our study was 10 demonstrate the prcvulcncc of dry skin in Sjogren's 
syndrome (SS) and wcther it is dctcmlincd by hypohidrosis or "steatosis. 
Patients and Methods: 
\Ve included t 1 women aged from 45 to 76 years with S5, 11 agc-matched controls(+I-
5 years), and 12 patients with xerostomia due to drug (11:;;5), sarcoidosis (n=2) or 
idiopathic conditions (11=5), The appearance of the skin was evaluated semi-quantitntively 
(0 to +++) according Lo xerosis and dcsqunnmlion. We measured cpidcnnul hydrmiol1 by 
elccLrical capacitance (Corncol11clcr®). sebuITl excretion rate (SER) on the forehend 
(Sebumelcr®) and cutaneous thickness by echogrnphy and skin extensibility 
(Cutom eter®). 
Results 
Dry skin was found in 9 cnses on 11 and in 10 cases the SER was low « 90), whereas 
dry skin was found in only 2 xcroslomia and a control (p<O.OI ). Epidermal hydration 
(79 vs 84) , cutaneous thickness (0 .99 vs 1.06 mm) und skin extensibility were not 
different in patients and cOnlrols. SER wns statistically different (p<0.05) in 5S (4S.7± 
33) and in controls (80,S ± 55 ,7), but not in the xeroslOmia group. 
Comments 
Our study dC1110nstr:Jte that the prevnlencc of'dry skin" is high in 55. The absence of 
abnormalities in epidermal hydrati on and sk.in extensibility suggest normal cutaneous 
hydration in SS. On the other hand, the low SER could explain the clinical aspect of dry 
skin and astcatosis may be responsible for the "dry skin " and pruritus in SS. 
64P 
VARIABILITY OF FATTY TISSUE THICKNESS MEASUREMENT USING 
ULTRASONOGRAPHY 
Ie Pittet., C. Perrier· L. Pourcclot" F Iranqunrt U P Beall. 
'SPINCONTROL, "Ultrasound Depl . CHU Bretonneau - 37000 Tours, France 
The recent development of efficiency tests in cosmetology has entailed the 
improvement in imaging tecluuques to appreciate some cutaneous parameters such as 
dermous, hypodennous or fatty tissue thickness. 
T he purpose of the prescnt study was to evaluate the variability in subcutaneous 
tissue ultrasonogrBphic measurements using different ultrasound frequencies (10, 14 
MHz), different fields of view (37, 50 and 73 mm), different numbers of measurements 
by acquisition (3 to 20) and to test the influence of sonographer practice. 
The development of a precise beam contention system hilS allowed to obtain the 
best reliable measuremenls using ultrasound frequency of 10 MHz, a field of view of 50 
mm, the need of 3 image acquisitions with 3 thickness measurements on each. This 
method ensures the lowest variability whieh was better than 1 mm (<3%) . 
This study shows that high frequency ultrasonography with a rigid protocol is a 
well-adapted method to evaluate the thickness of subculaneous adipose ti ssue and its 
follow-up under specific treatment. 
66P 
ACTtVtTtES OF DIFFERENT AVENA RHEALBA EXTRACTS ON tNFLAMMATORY 
LIPIDS MEDIATORS AT THE CUTANEOUS LEVEL 
MF. ARIES', M CHARVERON', C. VAtSStERE', B. FABRE' , M. ROUANET' 
Iinstltut de Recherche Pierre FABRE _ Facu tte M6decme Rangueil - 31062 TOULOUSE 
l Pierre FABRE Dermo-Cosmctique - Centre de Recherche - 31320 VIGOULET AUZtL 
'Institut de Recherche Pierre FABRE - 31520 TOULOUSE RAMONVILLE 
Eicosanoids (prostaglandins and leukotrienes) represenl a large and heterogeneous family or 
oxygenaled C20 fatly acid metabolites derived mostly from arachidonic acid (AA). They are 
biologically potent agents acting allor near the site of their synthesis and are involved in 
inflammation. wound repair and cellular proliferation In various tissues including skin. 
Eicosanoid formation seems 10 be a common response of the skin to all kinds of skin irritants 
and injuries. Dysregutation of epidermal eicosanoid biosynthesis has been observed in 
innammalory skin disorders. 
The aim of th is work was to evaluate the activity of different preparations of Avena Rllea/ba 
extracts (dry or moist process or NaOH extraction) on the inflammatory response of human 
keratinocyles in particular on the arachidonic acid cascade. In the present study. SVK14 
human epidermal cl;!l1 line was flrslly exposed to Avena Rllcolba extracts (0.01 %. 0.05%. 
0.1% concenlraUons in culture medium) for t hour. and Ihen stimulated by the calcium 
ionophore A23187 for 5 hours. The in fl ammatory response was followed by the evalua tion of 
6KF1o. prostaglandin. a major metabolite of kera tinocyte arachidonic acid cascade produced 
rrom cyclooxygenase pathways. in the cell supernatants by enzymatic immunoassay (EtA) . 
Each Avena Rhea/ba extracts significantly inhibited the production of PG6KF1 o. and this 
adlvity was dose-d ependent. 
These results demonstrate that Avena Rllea/be Is able to modulate the cutaneous 
inflammatory reaction especially through Its inhlbilory actl vity on 6KF1 Cl prostaglandin. 
stabte metabolite of prostacyclln. with well·established vasoactive prope rties. 
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63P 
OF CUTANEOUS THICKNESS IN PATIENTS WITH 
l-'---"lliill"""U·, ~ .. , ~ .. ,C Fcil-Bnslidu,IM.Grcc:oire-u, ~ 
iii 1 .. , L Pourcelot- ~ -Ultrasound, ··Mcdicinc Depls, "·GfP Ultrasound - CHU 
retonneau - 37044 TOURS CEDEX - France 
Sclcrodemm is a systemic disease characterized by an excess of collagen in the skin 
and other organs such as lung and oesophagus. A recent study has demonstrated that 
serum III procollagen (SPIIINP) (which is an aminopropeptide of type 1Il collagen), 
level was increased in patients with sclerodem18. 
The purpose of the present study was to measure the cutaneous thickness in 40 
pnlicl1ls using high resolution echolomography. The cutaneous thickness was obtained 
from the back of the righl hand and the upper part of Ihe thora" (mecchanical probe 20 
MHz. axial and laleral resolution of 80~ , GIP Ultrasons, TOURS). The SPlI lNP level 
was detennined by radioimmuno assay (lRJ\'fA) The cutaneous thickness from the back 
oflhe hand was lower than from the upper part of the Ihornx in 37/40 patients. A trend 
to an increase in cutaneous Ihickness with the extension of scleroderma was noted. A 
significant correlalion bClween cutaneous thickness and SPIHN P level was observed 
(p O.69 p<0.05).These results indicate Ihat the culaneous thickness assessed by 
ccholomography could be valuable to evaluale the cutaneous infihralion and could be 
taking into account as a new method of sclerodemla reach. 
65P 
EFFECTS OF WATER AND ORGANIC SOLVENT S 
ON HUMA SKIN SURFACE 
(Ill \';"0 study) 
S. 1AKKI I,2N. BELPOIS'. Ph. HUMBERT', J. MILLET' 
I - L"b. Pharnmcic Gn lcniquc 2 - Lab. Biophysiquc cutancc 
Facullc de M~dcci 1\c Cl de Phnrmac ic - Plncc t .Incqucs-
2;030 IJESANCON . FRANCE 
In lhc laboratorics as well as in the industry the usage ofwmcr, and organic 
solvents is dni ly. These liquidcs arc often in contact with the skin surface. 
In this work. we detccu:d and cvnltmted the em.'c tS of these solvents on 
human skin surfnce. Qualitnti vc and quant itat ive analyses of the skin surface 
strllcturc were performed on skin replicas by using Scnnn ing Electron 
M icroscopy ( 'EM) and Conl'ocJl1 Optical tvlicroscopy (COM). 
There was n good correlation bctwen the two results obtained by the two 
techniques. For exnmp!c : Water decrc3sed the depth of furrows and increased 
the spacing bel wen lhem. The EtiuUlol 8l13ckcd the cells membrancs and 
decreased tht: furrows depth s, giving slight swelling 011 the ski n surface. 
67P 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE DAILY NUMBER OF NEWLY FORMED BULLAE AND THE 
PRESENCE OF CIRCULATING ANTl·BPAG2 ANTIBODIES IN PATIENTS WtTH BULLOUS 
PEMPHIGOID. C. YOUSI)', D. Gilbert, P. Young, Ph. Lauret, F. Tron P. Joly. Groupe de 
Recherche en' Immunopathologle • Rouen. 
tntroduction : The pathogenicity of anIi·BPAG2 antibodies has been 
demonstraled In bullous pemphigoid (BP). 
Design : To Investigate the relationship between the daily number of newly 
formed bullae and Ihe presence of Circulating anti·BPAG2 anllbodies in BP patients. 
Patients and Methods : 68 BP patients with typical clinical and histologic features 
and DIF pattern of BP have been Included. The precise number of daily formed 
bullae was estimated over a three days period before treatment. Sera were studied 
by Immunoblottlng using human epidermal extracts. The immunoblots were read 
Independenlly by three Investigators and compared to the number of bullae by the 
non·parametric slatistical test of Mann & Whitney. 
Results : Ten patients whose immunoblot interpretatlon was divergent from one 
Invesllgator to anolher, were excluded. This was almost exclusively due to different 
Interpretallons of a weak to very weak band co·migrating wllh BPAG'. Among the 58 
remaining pallents, Ihe mean number of newly formed bullae was 47.7 Id (median ; 
'Sid) for pallents with clrculaling anli·BPAG2 anlibodies (n ; 27) and '0.0 Id 
(median ; 3 /d) for those without anil·BPAG2 anIibodies (n ; 31). Inleresilngly, l' of 
'2 pallenls with more than 40 bullae/day had circulallng anll BPAG2 anllbodles. No 
correlation was found between the number of bullae and the presence of anti-
BPAG' anlibodies : BPAG' (+): 24.2/d (n; 37); BPAG' (.) : 33.5 /d (n; 2 '). 
Comments : These results suggesl reialionship belween the presence of 




IMMUNOBLOT ANALYSIS OF SERA FROM PEMPHIGUS PATIENTS WITH CANCER. £.....Jllil£. 
D. Gilbert E ThpmlDe A Deloech Ph Lauret F Tron Groupo de Recl1erche en 
Immunopalhologle (GRIMP) • ROUEN. 
Introduction : Paraneoplaslic pemphigus (PNP) Is a newly described type of 
pemphigus associated with neoplasia. 
Design: 1) To analyze Ihe antigenic specificities Identified by sera from patients 
with pemphigus associated with neoplasia; 2) 10 lempt 10 correlale Ihe anligenlc 
speclfilles recognized by the sera wllh the Iype 01 pemphigus and the type 01 
Deoplasia. 
Pallenls et Methods : Sera Irom 29 patlenlS with pemphigus associated with 
Deoplasla were analyzed by Immunoblol!lng, using bovine tongue and human 




Type of neoplasia Antigenic speciflcilles focognizlld by Sero (-kO). 
LPO Ttwm. Care. 250·210 200 190 160 130 Neg. 
PNP (17) 14 2 1 17 4 7 0 0 
Pv 19) 0 2 1 0 3 1 3 
PF (3) 0 2 a 0 1 0 2 
Discussion : This study demonstrates Ihat: 1) PNP is not the only type 01 
pemphigus ID patients with neoplasia; 2) there Is an overlapping distribution of 
auloantlbody speCificities belween Ihe different types 01 pemphigus; 3) PNP Is 
preferentially associated with Iymphoproliferative disorders (LPD): 14/17, whereas 
PV are mosl ofteD associated with carcinomas (carc): 719 and PF with thymomas 
(Thym): 213. although thymomas may be associated with alt types of pemphigus. 
70P 
A LONG TERM STUDY OF PREDICTIVE FACTORS FOR FAILURES IN 
237 PATIENTS WITH ACNE TREATED BY ISOTRETINOIN 
o Lehucher Ceyrac C. Chastang P. Morel Departement de Dermatologie, 
Hopital Saini Louis. Paris, France. 
To study the relationship between possible predictive factors such as the 
microcystic character of aCDe. endocrinological disorders. dosing SChedule. 
and the occurrence of either early or late relapses, 237 patients ( mostly 
females) were treated with daily dosages according to clinical and biological 
tolerance. Duration of the treatment ensured whenever possible an efficient 
total cumulative dose. Acne was graded initially. at the end of the treatment 
and one year thereafter. Failure was defined as the persistence or the 
occurrence of inflammatory lesions graded at 2 or more. Complete clearing 
at the end of treatment was observed in 218 patients. Correlations between 
clearing aDd age. sex or endocrinological disorders could not be 
established. Patients with microcystic acne cleared less. Failures have 
been recorded in 120 patients. Relapses were more frequent in patients 
with microcystic acne or endocrinological disorders as well as in those with 
high graded acnes on the face. on the back and on the ches/. No 
relationship was fOUDd between total or daily dose and occurrence of 
failures. Definitive clearing was more frequent in patients who received a 
total cumulative dose between 75 and 150 mg/kg. These long term results 
in a cohort of acne patients treated with isotretinoin justify a reappraisal of 
the treatment strategy. 
72P 
SOWDA, A PARASITIC DERMATOSIS IN YEMEN. D. RICHARO-LENODLE, M. 
T lu\rizol-Fert , T.Il. Duong, A. I'c .... el', Y. AL-Quabati "lid A. Atkhotani -
Department of Parnsitology~ 'Mycology. Tropic:!1 Medicine - Faculty 0 Me IClne 
- 2 Dis Del TOll ll cll c - 37032 Tours Ccdcx 
Following three investigations carried out in Yemen onchocerciasis focuses, a 
clinical, parasi tological and serological study allowed to show the importance of the 
SO\.VDA as a special clinical picture within a population of Onchocerca w)/vulils 
microfilaria asymptomatic carriers as observed in Africa. This clinical picture of an 
unila!cr.11 aClJIe onchodcrma!iris associllies papules. hyperpiglllcntation, cutaneous 
hypertrophy and superinfeclions lesions due to nn intense pruri tus and localized 
usually til rhe leg wi!h n lymph;lIic nodule a l Ihe groin. 
Thc unilateral attack of Ihis parasitic dermatosis transmilcd by black nies is 
unexplajned. l! responds !o ;vcrmectine which is n microfilaricide used in 
ol1choccrcinsis mass control in Afri cn. (OCP-APOC program). A national fight 
program against [his filariosis is developing ;n Yemen. }! is based on a systematic 
distribution of ivcnllcclinc at a single dose of 200 ~g I kg, two or three times a year 
in Onchocerca lIoh",IIIS areas (n'Ulsmission 
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DE'mRMINAl'IQN OF SUS(.'lWrUJILlTY FAC'rO'~S IN PEMPIJlGUS AND nULl.OUS PEh-WHlOOID' 
(;ENETIC POL YMORPIIiSM OF IMMUNOGLOIlUI.IN IIr,AVY AND LlGI rr CIiAlN GENES. 
hr"1 D. ilb P J 1 Ph. r C. I'roSI J C RQu;e.u MP Lefran<. 
F Tr Laboratoirc d'lmmunopatholo~ic , Cliniquc Ocrmatolog1quc, Hopital Charles 
Nicolle, 7603 I Rouen, France, Hopilal SaioJ Louis, Paris. france. Helpilnl Henri-MondO!. 
Creleil. France, CNRS URA 11 9 1. Monlpellier, France. 
Pcmphig,us and bullous pempiligoid fonn a group of llUloimmunc blistering skin 
disease characterized by the production of autoantibodies directed against desmosomal 
and hemidcsmosomal antigens and the subsequent formal ion of blisters. To invcstigalt 
whelhcr Ihe immunoglobulin hcavy- (\-I) and light- (L) chain genes influence Jbt 
occurcncc of these diseases, the immunoglobufinc Y Ilnd I( locus polymorphism was 
studied in patients and healthy controls. Three groups of caucasian individualS wcR 
constituted: (i) 16 patients with pemphigus, (ii) 2 1 palients with buUous pemphigoid, and 
(iii) 35 healthy individuals ethnically matched to the 2 disease groups. Using the 
reSlriClion enzymes BamH I. Sacl , EcoR I, and BS1EII and specific probes for conSlanJ 
regions of the y locus, we spanded several restriction fragments in the immunoglobulin 
heavy chain y locus. defining the RFLP alleles lor the immunoglobulin heavy-<:"ain Y 
genes. In parallel, allotypic markers of K chains wC:re dc:termining using a method 
combining specilic amplification of the constant segment CK by peR and subsequent 
restriction enzyme digestion. Allele frequencies of both Hand L chains were compared 
between disease nnd control groups, allowing to determine susceptibility factors for tht 
occurence of these diseases. 
71P 
Protcinic profile annlysis in 10 pntients with AIDS-re.lnted cryptosporidiosis. 
C. OR911ACHEFF', D. MEILLET
'
, D. YUITI·ON'. D. de WAZIERES', J.M. 
ESTAVOYER', O. ALDER' , R. LAURENT' 
1 Dr(lltrtlllrni ur Drmuatolo~J' II , CIlU St JMCqUtl _ 'LaboralOry ur ParJUllo)ogy, Unl\'t~f1lty or 
Mrdltlnr. ~U\ll Ph\\ .. m~c)' - JL.abu .. ~t(\r)' of Immunology, CHU J~l R {\·Unj()1. - "Orpilrifllcmt uf 
Inlethal Medicine, cnu Jean MlnJ o1. - 'Dt(1llrtmcnt of Infedluus DlJCitJes, CUU St JIICqUCJ-
·Labo1'll1ory of Biochemhtry,CIiU St Jacques. Buan~n, FranC't: 
In patients with cryptosporidiosis and AIDS the humoral immunity don't have the 
most import'oJ role. Serum anli·Crypl(}sporidilllll immunoglobulins (Ig) have nOI a 
prolcclive role. TOla! and Ct}'plo.lporidilllll fecal IgA, and imeslinallgA plasllla ceils 
increase. but this secretory immune response is unetfeetivc. An nltcrarion of 
intcrferon-y secretion has been found in lamilla proprio of the c01on. 
Mer/l(}dv: The re"ospeclive study of len mY-posil ivc parienls (9 men, I woman) 
wilh cryptosporidiosis allowed to analyse Ihe proteinic profile : IGM, IgG, IgA, C3 
complement, C-reactive protein (CRP), orosorllucoid, h."Joglobin, six mOnlhs before 
Ihe crypJosporidiosis (2 patients), al the diagnosiS (10 "atients), and 6 months after 
(8 patients). 
Re.mlls Will ,lisClIs.firm : An increase of Ig was observed, which is very frequent in 
KJV-positive patients, who have an inadapled secrelion of an Ii bodies : IgM (4/10 
palients) ; IgG (7110) ; tgA (7110). Conversety a decrease of Ig in relation to the 
gravity of the discasc, cachexy and exsudative enteropathy, was observed [00. CRP 
is increased in 6110 patients, haploglobin in 91 10 and orosomucoid in 10110, because 
a chronic inflam.matory syndrome. 
The CRP is very variable with the current infections. The level of albumin and 
transferrin is decreased in 71\0 patients, in relation to their cachexy. 
73P 
TOLERANCE PROFILE OF MINERALS CONTAJNED IN SUNSCREENS 
F. Boyer', S. Cantor'. P. Duouy' . 'Pierre-Fabre Research lnstitule, Labege (France), and 
'AMA Laboratories. New-CiJy, NY 10956 (USA). 
Chemical UV .. fihers cause frequent irritation of the skin. especially in patients with 
certain photodermatoses. One possible alternative to reduce cutaneous irritation is the 
use of non-penetrating mineral blockers. Here, we investigated the tolerance profile of a 
combination of 10,5 % titanium dioxide and 2,4 % zinc oxide in a wlo vehicle (SPF SO). 
For this purpose, Ihe following maximization tests were performed : 1°) the repeared 
insulJ palclt-tesr in 100 subjects, including 9 iterative patch applications (24-hout 
exposure. 3 times a week for 3 weeks) of Ihe preparalion, followed by a t4-day (est 
period and a cha\lengc on a previously unex.posed test site; 2°) the phototoxicity test in 
20 subjects, where the test site is immediately irradiated with UV-A aIler applica!ion of 
Ihe preparation, then covered for 24 hours, and evatuated immediately, 24 hours, 48 
hours nnd 1 week after the removal of the patch; 3°) the photoallergy maxhnization test 
in 100 subjec!s, consisling of an induClion period of 6 exposures (Iwice weekly for 3 
weeks) to J MED of solar simulating irradiation of the test site where the preparation 
had prcvio\ls\y been applied under occlusive condition for 24 hours, and a challenge 
period including an occlusive 24 hour applicalion of Ihe prepara!ion on a previousl)' 
unexposed area. followed by a UV-A irradiation, and a reading of Ihis area 48 hours and 
72 hours after the irradiation. Cn the Ihree experiments, appropriate controls weet 
pcrfonned. The results of the three tests showed no posi tive reaction in any of ttlt 
volunteers. Taken logelher, these r.sults indicate that minerals have no potential 01 
dermal irrilancy, sensiliznlion, photoloxici!y or pho!oallcrgcniciJy. This confirms the high 
safety prOfile of mineral sunscreenS. 
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EVALUATION OF THE ANTI-FREE RADICAL ACTIVITY OF FORMULATIONS 
BY USING A LIVING SKIN EXPLANT MODEL. L Friteau L Peno-Mazzarino D. 
Castelli GRies. RoC S.A. Department of Technology's Research and Development . 
Colombes, France. 
In vitro models used to evaluate the anti-fTee radical activity are not often compatible 
with cosmetic fonnulations. The aim of this study was to develop a living skin explant 
model allowing applicat ion of cosmetic fonnu lations to evaluate their potential anti-fTCC 
radical activity. Skin explants were treated by a topical application of the teSled product 
(251'1) for 18 hours. After washing with phosphate buffer (PBS). skin explants were 
irradiated with UV A and/or UVB and the supernatants were co llected to measure, by 
fluorescence spectroscopy. the thiobarbituric acid-renclive substance (TBARS), tnken 
as an indicator of lipid peroxidation. Firstly, we have demonstrated that UYB 
irradiation of skin explnnts induces lipid peroxidnlion in a dose-dependent manner. 
Treatment of skin explant wi th formu lations, containing D,L-tHOCopherol (Vil E) or 
other products with known anti-free radical activity, lead to an inhibition of the lipid 
peroxidation.The living skin explant model has the advantage to allow tesling of topical 
fonnulations in taking into account not onJy their anti-free radical activities but also the 
penetrat ion capacities of the actives ingredients which is a fimdumental factor to 
evaluate the efficacy of n topicnl formulntion . Furthermore, by contrast with the other 
in vitro models used (cells in monolayer, reconstituted skin). it allows to take into 
account damages induced both on dermal and epidermal cells and therefore to be closer 
to in vivo conditions. 
76P 
THE USE OF EPISKIN. A RECONSTRUCTED EPIDERM IS. IN THE EVALUATION OF 
PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF SUNSCREENS AGAINST CHEMICAL PHOTOTOXICITY 
INDUCED BY UVA. 
C Cnben R BO\'uct M CQllin C. Q!jV(' J . l .cc!ojn· A. Rmwjt· [- L'On!al Advanced Research 
Laboratories, Aulnay sous Bois, France. -1...<1 Rochc- POS3Y Phllrnmceutic3 l Lnborutorics. 
Courbevoie, France. 
Phototoxicity is rl well known side effect of treatment with chlorpromazine. This adverse 
reaction is elicited through the UVA- induccd generation of 3 stable tc>xic photoproducl. In the 
present study WI! have. dcmonstrnted a UVA-dcpendent decrease in the cellular viab ility 
following topical treatment of the reconstructed epidtmnis Episkin with a nOn cytotoxic dose of 
chlorpromazine. It was also of importance to dcmonstr:ltc thai th is ill vitro model can be used to 
evaluate the protective effeci of sunscrcen formulation against chcmica lly induced phtototoxicity, 
Given the possibility to ~Ippl y sunscreen formul ations undcr condi tions of US\; .Intl to deliver UVA 
from a solar simUlator, different commercillly available products wcre tested on chlorpromaz ine 
pre-treated Episkin model. 
Two formula containing respectively Mexoryl SX-titanium dioxide and MexoryJ SX-Parsol 
1789-Eusolex 6300- ti l:mium dioxide were tested. BOlh formula were. totally effec tive in 
protecting the epidermal ce ll viabi lity compared to the bare epiderm iS or the excipient trc;lIed 
epidermis. When increasing the UVA dose from 50 to 70 J/cm2, the ce ll viability of the non 
protected epidermis was largely lowcrcd, whereas the Mexoryl SX-titanium dioxide formula was 
still providing a ce rmin protection and the Mexoryl SX - Parsol 1789 - Eusolex 6300 - titan ium 
dioxide formula remained totally effective, 
We have demonstrated th3t recontructed ski n or cpick:nnis can constitute useful in vitro models \0 
study the pbototoxic potential of topically applied cllIJmiculs nnd to aSses!; tbi! effic,lcy of 
sunscreen formulutions with very high UVA protection in the prevention of Ihis ndverse re:lction. 
78P 
COMPARATIVE STUDY OF HIGH PERFORMANCE LIQUID 
CHROMATOGRAPHY AND STEREOLOGICAL rMAGE ANA LYSIS OF EU- AND 
PHEOMELAN IN CONTENTS IN MELANOCYTIC CELLS. E Pr upis- V III'! 
Mormnl# K W ',bm'uSII!H S I to!n G G hj!n!'m# '!lui! -E Surh'Yl'- Bns' ill!··. +D~pL 
Cell. BioI. . Univ. Bortk:uux I. FrulU.:~. liLah, Om:ol. Exp. Surg .. Juh!s Bonkt Ins l. , 
Belgium.1Fuji ta Health Uni" .. School or Health Sci .. Japan. 
The aim of th l.! study W'IS t(1 comp:l\\: twO methods quamirying L.!U- and rh~nmL.!bnin s, 
pigments synlht.!s ised hy IIldanocytl.!."i . OnL.! is hasL.!d 011 thl! hi~h rx:rfol1nam;1! liquid 
chromatography (HPLC) qUBlllitication or s[ll.!citic dL.!grmiation pn)dll(; l.'t of L.!:tch melanin 
type. The other n!quirL.!s im;lgt:. un;llys is. transmission ..:.it.:clroll mi!;l'oscopy (T Ef\JI) and 
siercology. Thi ~ study wa~ c:IITi ..:.d out in cullUl'Cd human IIld:111(lmU cells of t1irtc t'Clll 
mel::mogcnic ~Ic tiviti l.!s. Fnr I!:lch linc, mel;wins wcre l111:':.ISl1rL.!d hy HPLC and cdls wcre 
fixed and cmb!.!.ddl!t1 as J1ull I.!. IS for TEM. U ltr~lthin ~c li ons wcn.! tlC,HuU or not hy til e:. 
alkali dissolvi1lg me thod allowing thl! dil1lin<.ltion or phl!omdanin frnm sl!clio ll s. 111t.!. 
ohtained microgriJphs Wl! 1'C liigit ised thl! l1 :lI1 alysetl with our image. j llalys i . ..: program 
pennitting thc estimation of 7 pril11:1ry para llll!tcrs lIsl!d in stcrcology. Stc!'C(llogical 
fann ula!.!. WC~ llscd for estimating mclal1o:mmal nUlluratinn. intraccl hll :u' m d:t lllil C~lIlt~1II 
:md the:. numhcr or rndaniscd mdanOSOltll!S (MMs) pl.!. r ce:.11 ami th is. ror IIHal md :lllln, 
eumehmin or phcomdanin. -niC rcsults ohlainL.!d sil ow a gomJ cot1'Clatioll he twecn hnt h 
methods for lotal melanin and particularly wllcn using the cy toJ1I:L"i1l1ic volul1le dCllsi t)' or 
melanin (1'=0.93). Moreover, we re port that the number of MMs pt.:r cdl and 11 (1{ lite 
mela nosomal maturation, is respollsihl l! for lllL.! dirrl!I\.:m:t.!s ohsl!rved he tween thl! 
diffe rent ccJ ll incs in total mdanin (ljllantilit:d hy HPLC). Tlll!. ... e n.;sult ... dl! ll1 ollstrat~ thL.! 
relevancy or lhc st~reo losi cal method, hut none:. of the mdani:-;atinn param l: lerS oht:ulll:d 
with hoth methods ure cOIl'Clatt.!o in tht.! cast.! of ell - or phe~11111:. la nitl alone. SevaaJ 
hypothesis are put forward and Iht.! I\:Cl!nl improvl!Il1 l!llts ill the I-I PLC d,,:tl! ll11ill ;Hioll o r 
eume Janin. th~ utilisa tion or more. pigmcntl.!tI c~ lI s ~U1t1 a new validat ion of the ulkali 
dissolving method in rdcv~lI11 :lIlimal modcl:-; could hl.!lp liS to explain thL.!sL.! lIiffcl\!llcl!S, 
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IIISTOLOG ICA L AND UI OCIIIMI CAL EVALUATION OF .V. A A D U.V.I! 
EFFECT ON SURVIVI NG I·IUMAN SKIN. S. Boj,nic M.C Bmnch"i-G!1mil . I-
V B t~ (fw Qcr I Be ns!om 6 Pit ic- alpctric rc hOSI)itnl - Groupe d e Recherche et 
d'Eva luntion en Dermatologic Ct Cos l1lctologic (Grcc.lcco), - Pnris, France 
Thc ai m of this Studv was to nssess nn ex-vivo method on huma ll normal skin in 
surviving 10 evaluate the dcrm«l and cpidcrlllft l modifications nftcr UV A and U V B 
rays . 
We lI sed a skin model maintni ncd in viab le conditi ons by orga n culturing : skin 
fra gments (p lasti c surgery) were placed in insert s whi ch were thcn positi oned over 
hollow culture sli de . Ski n \ ere irmdia tcd every other day for 8 dnys at 1.2. 4. 8. 12. 
20 J/cm2 UV A or 50. 200. 600. 2000. 4000. 8000 mJ/cm 2 U.V. B and analysed by 
histological nnd biochilllical studies 
UV D irrad iation evidenced biochemical nnd hisl logical modifications at the 
epidermi c level Kcrati llocytc c1arilicnlioll \\ ilh a tinctorial affinity decrease of nuclei 
and cytopl ns lIl . sun burn cell s and pi gmenta ry discha rgi ng were observed. We 
dCl1lo!lstatcc! 11 dcc reas~ of ce ll vinbi lily (MTT test) tlncl TNFn (im mullo-enzy matic 
assay). Alterati ons increased wi th the UV dose appli ed on the skin (etnb li shlll cnt of 
scores) 
UV A irradiation induced 11 partial and progressive destruction (quantitative 
morphometry analys is) 01" dastic fibers and collagen. 
This alternative method could allow to assess the degrce of protection provided 
by Still creams with regnrd to V dftlnngc 
77P 
TI·IE USE OF ErISKI N. A RECONSTRUCTED EPIDERM IS. IN THE EVALUATION OF 
PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF SUNSCREENS AGAINST CHE~IICA L L1 POI'EROXIDATION 
INDUCED BY UVA. 
C Cnlwo R RoCy, t M CoW" C O ljvI' , I.t·r! aj rc' A RQ!! ,,;\'[ ' L'OrclI l Adv'lf1ccd Rl.!SCnfCh 
L.1boraIOries. Aulnay sous Bois, Fra ncC', - L:.t R{)chc- P()~: ly PhannacclIti t:lI i L:tboratorics, 
Courbevoic. France 
One of the :ldvallwges of reconstructed skin or epickrmis over cultures of kcratinocytt.:s in 
monola yer is the presence of a fully differenciated horny layer which allows th t.: topic • .!l 
3pplic3tion of sunscreen formulations nnd the assessment of their protccti vc properties 
The cy totoxic effect induced hy UVA (320-400 nm) was invcstig'lled using iI rr.:constructcd 
epidermis (Episkin) on the bnsis of lipopt.:roxidc production. cdl viabi lity 'lI1d in tcrlcukin I a 
release. A preliminary study showed th:lt thert.: exists II linc~lr relationShip br.:rwccn the dosl! of 
UVA (0 to 100 J/cmz) unci the ;111l0Ullt of lipoperoxidl.:s produced. t\torcovcr. (his production was 
found to be d osely related to Ihe cellular content in glutathion. Thus, when un inhibitor uf the. 
glutathion-synthasc was used before UVA irracli l1 tion of Ep is kin , an increase o f lipoperoxich:s 
concolll ittanito a dccrease of cell viability and an Increase of IL la rch!ase was found. 
Prior to UVA irradiation, different sun5crecn formula wcre applied on Episkin ;l1l rJ eva luated for 
their protective effect against Ii p<lpcroxidntion. A striking lipoperoxide production was induced 
by UVA (50 J/cm2) when a formula containing TiOrUvinul TI 50- Parsn l MCX- Pnrsol 1789 
W;IS used. On the contntry. no raise in Jipopcroxide \\Ins found when Episkin \~' as protected by a 
formula c ntain ing Eusolex 6300-TiOcParsol 17S9-Mcxoryl SX. Fina lly. II dccrcasod in 
Iipopcrm.:iciatil)11 was obscrved only when using the: TiOr ~·tcxor)' l SX conwining formula as 
compared with the lipopcroxides producl:d by non protectcd Episkin. 
We hllve demonstrated Ih ut rccontructt:d skin or epi{h:rmis can constitute useful ill vitru modds In 
study the UVA-induced epidl:rmai damages ll ltlony whicll those rela ted to oxida ti ve stress lind to 
evaluate the efficacy of sunscreen formulations in ill l.! prevent ion of these adverse n:actions. 
79P 
~3 INTEGRIN SUBUNIT EXPRESSION AND METASTATIC POTENTIAL OF 
HUMAN MAUGNANT MELANOCYTES ARE CONVERSELY CORRELATED. 
Frederic Berard. Jacques portQukalinn. Michel Tenicr Luc Thomas. Service de 
Dermatologie, H6pital de l'Antiquailie and Labofatoire de Gl ycobiologie de la 
Progression Tumorale, Lyon. France. 
It has been previously reported that increased expression of fJ3 intcgrin subunit by 
melanoma cells was corre lated with their mctastatic potential ( I). It has also been 
rcported that the expression or VLA4 (a4~1) by malignant melanocytes was 
coversely correlated wi th tllis potential (2). We analyzed bv western-blot and now 
cytometry the expression of a4. ~ I. and ~3 intaglin slIbuniis in eight clones and 
variants of a ~l~cl .of IllclUs ta ti c melanoma oblain~d il.' ~ur labomtory after several 
cycles of S.C, tnJccl1~n of a human mcl~noma c~llltnc In !mmunosupprcssed new 
born mts. In tJlese eight clones and v~nants w l~tch potential to grow as livcr 
melnslaScs mnges ~rom low to very ht gh. \\Ie d t ~n't find an y expression .Jf a4 by both 
methods . 131 subunn w~ moderat.ely expressed In all melanoma cells (about 3U%). 
but wc: dtdn't find ',lilY dlfferencc In the c~prcssio.n in difrerent clones (low, hi gh. or 
vcry h!gh metastattC potential). fl3 subunt! was htghly expressed by low metastatic 
potenllal celis (67%) but onl y expressed by 30% or very high metastatic mali gnant 
mclnnocytcs. These resul ts suggest that VLA4 and f33 do not piny a consistcnt role 
in mclanoma cells mClUStatic behaviour. 
1 - ;\Ibcda S.M. & col. Callc Res . SO. 67S7.fo7CH (t 990). 
2 - QuiDn F. & col. Cell. 77 : 335·347 ( 1994) 
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MELANOMA SCINTIGRAPHY WITH BENZAMIDE DERIVATIVES & 
Bnulieu L Yaj1J aQ( F. BfllllicY D. Guillotctlu L Mache!. G Lorette Nuclear 
Medicine and DennalOlogy departments, CHU TOllrs, France 
The aim of this work was to assess the faisability of the detection of melanoma 
locali zation including brain, by using benzamide derivat ives radiolabclcd with 
iodine 123, In a preliminary study in Ihe mouSe 8 16 melanoma model, two 
candida t radiotracers were selecled on Ihe basis of high lumor uptake: N-(I-
elhyl-2-pyrrolidinyl) melhoxy-2-hydroxy-3-iodo-6-melhoxy-bcnzamide (IBZM) 
currently used for brain dopamine D2 receptor sCilll igraphy. and N· (2· 
diethylaminoclhyl)4-iodo-ben7.amide (BZA) . 
Afler informed consenl. 6 palienls (4 fema les and 2 males. mean age: 6D ± 13 
yrs. exlrema: 42 - 75 yrs) wil h cUlaneous (2), lymph nodes (3) . liver ( I), brain 
( I ) melanoma localizat ions received n 15D MBq IBZM injec lion. Brain SPECT 
(Ceraspect* DS[) was performed I to 2 hours afler injeclion '\ltd whole body 
scuns (Helix '" Eisci nt) were obmined 3 ill1d 24 hours Ialcr. No adverse effecl 10 
IBZM was nOled. In all cases sLriata l uptake was achieved (striatum/cerebellum = 
2.98 ± .34) and early uplake inlo 2 of 3 melasta lic lymph nodes was observed. 
No uptake could be detected in the other known locali zations. 
In conclusion, rnZM scintigntphy provides inconstant visualization of melanoma 
metastatic lymph nodes and seems 10 be in npropriatc for mctastases scrcening 
because a lack of sensitivity. The study is carried On by using BZA. 
82P 
IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL STUDY OF THE EXPRESSION OF 3 DESMOSOMAL 
PROTEINS IN VARIOUS [PIDERMAL TUMORS_ P Courville E Thomine P Joly E 
Tron P Laurel J Hemet. Groupe de recherche en immunologic (GRIMP) France. 
Background : Loss of expression of desmosomnl proLCins has been demonstrated in 
some carcinomas. These protdns, particularly cadhcrins seem to be involved in 
intercellular adhesion. 
Objective : To evaluate the expression of 3 desmosomnl proteins. in various epidennal 
tumors. 
Methods :Ten squamous cell carcinomas (SCC), 4 basal cell carcinomas. 3 
keratoacanthomas, I solar keratosis and I Bowen disease were studied by 
immunohis tochemistry using the fo llowing monoclonal an ti bodies: Anti-desmoglein I , 
an ti-desmoplakins I and 2, and mAb FI2 (a human mAb Ihat recognized a 190-kO 
desmosomal plaque protein). 
Results : The plasma membrane of the keratinocytes from human nonnal epidennjs 
were strongly s tained by the 3 mAbs. In the contrary. Ihese 3 proteins were not 
expressed by SCC. In solar keratosis and Bowen disease, expression of these proteins 
was observed in areas with atypical keratinocytes. Interestingly, a low the 3 
keratoacanthomas strongly expressed the 3 proteins. Basal cell carcinomas were 
particular because they demonstraled no or low expression of desmoglein I. bUI 
strongly expressed intracellularly desmoplakins 1-2 and the prolein recognized by mAb 
F 12. 
Conclusion : Dcsmosomal proteins seem to be differently expressed in various 
epidermal lumors. This could be useful 10 distinguish between SCC and 
keratoacanthoma. 
84P 
DETECTION OF HUMAN PAPILLOMAVJRUS (HPV) TYPE I AND TYPE 2 
IN CUTANEOUS WARTS AND PRODUCTION OF RECOMBINANT LI 
CAPS ID PROTE INS . ~I L Mache l .~I.~\. 
~2 ... and P CQ lI p;agcll . Laboratoire de Virolog ic. UFR Sciences 
PhanllHCc litiqucs ( I) and Service de Dermmologic, Cent re Hosp il ulier 
Univcrsilairc (2). Tours, France. 
The ai m of this study was to produce HPV- I and l-lrY·2 recombinnnt virus 
particles in view to dcvcloppc scroJogici.l1 tests for the detection of type-specific 
anti-human pnpilfo01avirus antibodies. Human papillomavirus infections ~\re 
induced by a wide range of virus types affecting squamous stratified epithelia. The 
Illost com mon dise;lse .occurs i~ ch ild.ren and you ng adu lts who develop benign 
cul3ncous warts associated main ly wah HPV type 1 (planlar warts) and type 2 
(vulgaris wafts). SpeCimens from 44 patients wi th lesions of different c linical 
Iypes (verruca plantaris, vulgaris. pI una) were examined for I-I.PV- J and HPV-2 
DNA by polymerase chain reaction. Specific primers located in the E4 region of 
HPV- l and }'IPV-2 genomes were used. HPV DNA lype 1 was fou nd in 11.5% of 
p':llicrJfs. I-lPV DNA type 2 in 25% whcrellsc 20.5% were pos it ives for bOlh HPV-
I and I-l PV-2. Tlte E4 po,ilive s!tmples were Ihen PCR amplified using L I primers 
of HPV - \ and HPV -2 in view to obtillncd the entire L I sequence (respectively 
1526 and 1533 pb). It was nOl possible to nmplificd the entire Ll sequence of 
HPY -J, whcrcasc jll two occclsion, Ll of HPV-2 was amplified. Onc oft.he two 
HPV-2 LI gene obtained was cloned and "'pressed in insect cclls u' ing 1\ LI 
recombinant baculovirus. Ll prote in of HPV-2 W:15 produced in large amount , 
but did not ::Iulonssemblcd in[O recombinant viral part icles in contrary to that we 
have previously observed for the produclion of LI corresponding to genit<1ll-IPV 
type 16 and 45. Others samples li re under investiga tion in view LO clone and 
express the LI protein fcom HPV-I and olhers HPV-2 slr:1ins. 
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EXPRESSION OF EGF, EGF RECEPTOR, AND TGFn IN CUTANEOUS T CELL 
LYMPHOMA. P Courville J Wechsler E Thomine B vergler C Dorry-BeylO! M BagOl. 
£...lll.Ix. CHU de Rouen. CHU de Cr~lelJ. CHU de Bordeaux el Ie Groupe fran~ais d'~lude des 
Iymphomcs cUlanres (G.r.E.L.C.). 
Background: Pseudocpltllellomatous hyperplasia (PEH) have been occaslonaly reported I. 
cutaneous T cell lymphoma CTCL, specialy in CD30+ lymphomas. 
Objective: To evaluate by immunolustocJlcm1s1ry the expression of EGF, EGFr and TGFa lD 
CTCL wllll or whlllloul PEH. 
Melllods : Immunohistochemical staining wilil anti-EGF (Sigma), Anti-EGFR I (Dako). And-
TGra. (Oncogene Science) was evalualed in 6 cases of CTCL wltll PEH. nod compared to 5 
cases of CTCL wJthout PEH. Normal humnn Skin and squamous cell carcinomas were used as 
controls. Formalin and frozen tissue sections were tested. 
Results : Epidennal expression of EGF. EGFr. and TGra was stronger in CTCL than Ihal 
observed jn normal human skJ n. Surpdsingly, lymphomatous cells from CTCL with or without 
PEH expressed EGE and TGFa. No difference In tlle epidemlal e'pression oC EGF and TGFa 
could be evidenced between crCL with and wilhout PEH. In the contrary. Ole expression of the 
EGFr by the keratJnocYlcs Jrom CTCL with PEH W,lS stronger {han tllut of crCl WWIOU{ PEH. 
Concluslon : Our results suggcst lhal lymphomatous reUs of CTCL produce EGF and TUFa.. 
An EGFr hyperexpresslon by Ole overlying epidermiS may explain the PEH secn in some cases 
ofCTCL. 
83P 
IMMUNOPHENOTYPING AN D MORPHOLOGIC STUDY Of A NEW LEUKAEMIC CELL 
WITH C\JT ANEOTROPISM. D. LiDsker B. Crib;er E Heid E. Grosshans. Clinique 
Demmtologique des Hopitaux Universitaires de Strasbourg, FRANCE. 
A new leukaemic cell. with a previously unrcportod phenotype. is presented. 11lis cell WQ.S 
cutanootropic, since the leukaemia occurred in a patient in whom specific cutallcous findings 
prccoded for 10 months overt leukaemia. 
A 8 t yeMs old patient had numerons bruiselike, infiltrated plaques and nodules and an inguina] 
lymphadenopathy. Biopsies of skin and lymphadenopathy showed a dense infiltrato of great cells, 
with a largo irregular nUcleus, whjcJ} stained positive for CD4 and CD68, but negarive for CO), 
CD3, CDS, CD 19. CD20. CD30. CD34 and CD57 . Aipha-naphtyl-<:h loracetalc esterase was 
negative. No cxtracutanoous involvement could be evidenced. Panial remission was obtained with 
chemotheIOlpy. Ten monOls after the initia l cutaneous lesions, she complained for the first time of 
fatigue and weakness and at th is time overt leukaemia declared. Flow cytornet.cy 
immunophenotyping (FACS) and electron microscopy (EM) of the peripheral blasts were carried 
out. 
The FACS oflile peripheral blasts showed dlat these cells were CD4, CD36, CD37. CD38, 
CD56. CD7 1 and HLA DR positive. They were not slem cells (CD34 negative) nor T ceUs 
(cytoplasmic C03 negative) or B cell s (cytoplasmic C022 negative) . EM showed monocytoid 
cells wiOI pcrinucle.1r electron dense deposits. 
The Icukacm\~ cens of aUf patient expressed an incomplete natural killer (CD56 but not C0 51) 
and monocytic phenotype (CD36, but not CDI 3, CDI 4, CD33). TI,es. cells had a marked 
cutancotropism. To til e best of our knowledge, leukaemic cells expressing such a phenotype ha\"e 
no< Ycl bceI1 reported. 
8SP 
ALLERGENlCITY POTENTIAL OF OAT EXTRACTS [N ATOPIC DERMATITIS 
PATIENTS. 
~I, J. Dargassies:Z, J Chcvrant-Bretonl , ~l, 
E Grosshansl. IPontchaillou Hospital. Rennes, 2Pierre Fabre Research Institute. Labege 
and JUniversity Hospital, Strasbourg. France. 
Oat extracts are widely used in the treatment of atopic demlatitis for their moisturizing 
and anti-pruritic properties. However, it has been speculated that contact dennatitis 10 
oat proteins prevails in patients with atopic dermatitis. The purpose of this work was 
then to study the allergenic pOlential to oat in these patients. 50 patients with • 
documented history of atopic dermati ti s were included in the study. Another group of SO 
non atopic patients with an known history of contact allergy to allergens unrelated to oat 
ingredients were also tested as control. In each patient, patch-tests (Finn Chal11bers4 ) 
were performed on the backs, with the following ingredients : 3 % crude oal extract 
diluted in petrolatum, a commercially available cream containing a 3 % 08t extract, and 
(he respective vehicles. Prick-tests were carried out in the same patients, with the 
fo llowing ingredients : 3 % crude oat extraCI diluted in a phenolated glycerol solution, 
Stallergen~ containing 15 % oat extract, and the respective vehicles. Patch-test results 
were evaluated after 48 and 72 hours, according to the ICDRG cri teria. Prick-test 
reading was perfomled afler 20 minutes. With the palch- tests. one atopic dermatitis 
pat ient and one control patient had a slightly posi tive reaction to the crude oat extraCL 
Similarly, 2 additionnni patients were found positive with the oat cream, i.e onc in each 
group. By prick-Iest ing, ) patients who had patch-test negal ive deve[opped n positive 
reaction to oat extracts (2 atopic patients wi th the crude oat extract, 1 control patiem 
with Stalle(gen~) . In conclusion, these results suggest that patients with atopic dennatilis 
are not partis:.uiarlv Qrone \ 0 sensitization to oat extracts. 
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SruDY OF CGRP, SUBSTANCE P AND VIP IN ATOPIC DERMATITIS : 
Chtourou M, Fellmann D' , Aubin F, Fellmann F' Blanc D, Humbert r 
Laurent R. 
Department of Dermatology and Depamlcnt of Cell Biology, University Hospitnl, 
Besan~on - France 
CGRP, Substance P (SP) and VIP appear.o b. particulary in.eresting in a.opic 
dermatitis (AD) by their role in immunomodulation, itching and sweating. 
Materials Bnd methods We compared by immunohistochemical technique the 
expression of those ncuropcptides (NP) among IO patients with AD and 1 J heallhy 
controls, on the anatomic regions of back and forearm . We also studied the cutaneous 
synthesis of CGRP by in situ hybridization (ISH) using a non-radioactive probe. 
Results : No anatomical regional variation of the NP levels wns observed. No 
difference of staining was demonstrated between patients and controls for VIP and 
SP. CGRP staining was more intense in patien ts with AD, along with a greate r 
epidermal penetration of CGRP fibers. This suggests enhanced connections between 
CGRP fib ers and Langcrhnns cell s or keratinocytes in AD. We could not obtain any 
staining by ISH. 
Concl u sion : The expression of CGRP in AD appears to be particulary interesting, 
and studies using immunohistochemical techniques and ultrastructural analysis arc 
requj red to determine the re lation between CGRP fibers and epidermal cell s. 
88P 
KINETtC OF tMMUNOREGULATORY CYTOKlNES PRODUCTtON BY EOStNOPHtLS DURt G 
THEIR DlFFERENTIAT tON IN I'mw 
F l.&oexand·t G Wgerlvt E Dclnjlgrtc" M Capront 
• Serviccde Dcmll\tologie A. CHRU, Lille. t Unite INSERM U167. lnslitut Pasteur, Ullc. Fnmce. 
Recently, cosinophils were shown to produce inUllUnoregulntot)' cytokincs of type I (1FN)" 
lL-2) and type 2 ( IL-4 t IL-S. t L~ t O). We were interested 10 study the kinet ic of cytokincs 
production by eosinophils during their differentiat ion. Monolluclear cell s from ombilical cord 
blood, containing the 0 34+ hematopoi'etic stem cells, were cullured in the prescnce of IL-3. 
GM-CSF, and IL-5 for 4 weeks. Every week, cell s wcre anal yzed by flow cytollletlY for 
detection of IFNy. IL-2, IL-4 , and IL- IO. To follow the eosinophilic difTerenriution. we have 
used a monoclonal antibody specific for the eosinophil peroxidase (EPO). EPO posit ive cells 
were observed as soon as one week 01' cuI lUre, increasing uillil 3 weeks of cuhurc when the 
differentiation reRched u ma.ximulIl ( 65% EPO+ cells). During Iho first week. 20% of EPO+ 
cells produced IL-t! . 'nle next weeks. 55% of the differelltiated cosi nophils Ill'oduced IL-2, 
whereas the IL-4 production decreased. Stimulations by antigcn or JUkrocJ\virowuClll IlrC 
excluded by this systcm of culture, thcrcfore the differcntiated eosillophil s could be considcred 
as naIve cells. O ur results suggest the existence of nn il11l11nturc precursor of eosinophil, 
producing exclusively IL·2, as it was described for nai've T cell s (111P lymphocytes). The 
detection of IL.JI during the first weeks could be due to the existence of 3 C0l111110n precursor 
between eosinophils and busophils. 
93P 
EAR MOUSE OEDEMA AS A SIMPLE MODEL FOR EVALUATING IN THE IN 
VIVO ACTIVIn' OF RETINOIC ACID ANALOGUES - EFFECT OF RAR 
AGONISTS, RAR ANTAGONISTS AND RXR AGONISTS. A.JJ:unard. 
fA Demarchez. Cird Galderma, 06902 Sophia Anlipolis , France 
II has been shown that the irritant effect of retinoids and their clinical activily 
are correlated. We describe an in vivo model which uses the irritanl effect of 
reti noids as an indication of their biological activities. After a single topical 
application on the ear of 8alb/c mouse, RAR agonists induce a dose 
dependent inflammalory reaction characterised by an enhancemenl of ear 
Ihickness associated wilh an increase in epidermal thickness and a dermal 
oedema. This retinoid mediated effect can conveniently be measured with a 
micro meier. The oedema appears 3 days after appllcalion and reaches a 
maximum on day 6. This kinetic is the same for all the aclive RAR agonists 
lested . In this model, the minimal active dose for all-trans retinoic acid applied 
IDpicalfy in acetone is 0.025 % and the minimal aclive dose for arolinoid acid 
lested under the same condition is 0.0003 %. CD2665 (a RAR~,y antagonist) 
or AGN193109 (a RAR n, ~,y anlagonist) have no irrilant effecl when applied 
alone bul after topical or oral administration they inhibit the activity of RAR 
agonists in a dose dependent manner. CD2809 (an RXR agonist) has no 
irritant effect bul after administration by the topical route or the oral route , it 
enhances the RAR agonist response. The ear mouse oedema model is a 
simple, useful assay for evaluating in vivo the activity of RAR agonists, RAR 
antagonisls or RXR agonlsls. Formulations conlaining relinoids can also be 
lested in this model. 
ABSTR.ACTS 829 
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INTERLEUKIN- IO IS PRODUCED BY HUMAN KERATINOCYTES 
THROUGH IgE RECEPTOR (Fc£lUl/CD23) STIMULATION. 
Pierre-Andre Becherel. Lilia n e LeGorf. Bernard Du as Olivier 
Camil e Frances. D avad Mossala and Michel Arock Dcpts of Dermatology 
an Immuno ogy, PiUe-SalpetJierc Hospita l. Pans. France. 
TIle syntheSis of IL· IO by human kcratlnocytcs has been controversia l. UVA I and 
UV8 Irradiation seems until now to b e U,C only way to Induce 11..· 10 produ ction by 
human kcraU nocylcs. CD23 (PcE-RJl ICD23) Is an activaLion a ntigen 01at has been 
previously shown to be expressed on human keratlnocytcs upon ILA stimulation . 
CD23 ligation teads to lhe transcription of the IndUCible Nllrtc ·Oxldc Synlhase gene 
(INOS) and to the r elease of prolnnammalory mediators (TNF'-o. 11.1·6). Recent data 
suggested tim\. CD23-sUmula ted human monocytes produ ced 11..- 10. W e then 
Investigated IL- IO synthesis u pon CD23 stimula tion on normal human 
keraUnocytcs. KcraU n ocytcs were firs t prclncubatcd wilh 11..-4 for 48 h a nd CD23 
c.xpresslon was ch ecked USin g Immunos ta lnlng. CD23+ keratlnocytcs were then 
stimu la ted \VIU, an anll -CD23 mAb or \v1lh IgE/anUigE Immune complexes. After 48 
hand 72 h IncubaUon, lI..- 1O levels peaked at 120 pg/mlln culture supernatants. Il...-
10 mRNI\. was delectable after 18h of stimulation of CD23+ keraUnocyLCs. both with 
RT·PCR a nd blot afte r peR products transfer to a nylon membrane. 10 addItion . 
neutralization of IL- IO with an antl -IL- IO mAb Increased bOlh In magnitude a nd 
duration TNF-a produclton . Taken together. th ese data Indicate tha t that t he 
engagement of the CD23 molecule at the cell surface of human keraUnocytes Induces 
the generation of the Immunosuppressive cytoklne tL- IO. and th at this generation 
regulates the production of the prolnnammatory cytoklnc TNF-Cl. suggesllng the 
presence of a regulatory cytoklne network during skin InOa lll11l3tOlY responses. 
91P 
THE MONOCLONAL GAMMOPATHY OF THE SCHNITZLER SYNDROME 
RECOGNIZES AN EPlDERMAL ANTIGEN. lLWP-sker' P Schmi«' B Cribier' E. Heid' 
RL. Humbce E GrQsshansl. Clinique Dennatologiquc des Hopitaux Universitaircs de 
Strasbourg ( I) ct Laboratoirc N3tional d'lmOlunopathologic du Luxembourg (2). 
The Schnitzler syndromc associates chronic urticari3 to a monoclonal Ig~,t gammopathy. It's 
pnthophys iolO!,'Y is completely unknown. A new case of this rare syndrome is presented here and 
the mechanism of the urticaria was adressed by mC3Il of an cut::moous immunoblot . 
A 67 yea r o ld man had a 6 year history of pennanent, antihistamine- resistant urticaria , night 
sweats and re<:cu rent episodes of fever up to 39°C. Histological examination of 3 biopsy from 
an urticarial les ion showed oedema and a perivascular infi ltrate ofneutrophils and eosinophils in 
the papillary dennis . IIll00unonuorcscencc studies were negative. Scrum protein electrophoresis 
demonstrated a monoclonal IgM with kappa light chains on illlDlunofixalion. 11,e total IgM was 
5,4 gil (nom,al 0.4 - 3,1). Skeletal X-rays were nomla!. Bone marrow aspirates and histology 
showed. no abnomlality. 1110 p3ticnts scrum was ana lysed for the presence of anti-skin 
autoantibobies by the mORn of immunoblottlng on epidcnna\ extract. 
11IC patients se rum recognized an 280/290 kD antigcn on immunoblot. It is his monoclonal 
gal11mopalhy which is responsible for the recognition. since the deposited immunoglobulins 
re..'lctcd only with anti-lgM and anti-" sera, but not with anti -IsO, anti-lgA or anti· ).. scm. 
InUll11noblots with the scra of 3 patients with Waldcllstr5m's di sease but without urticaria and 2 
sera of patients with chronic idiopathic urticaria were ncgative. 
The pathophysiogiology of the urticaria of tlle Schnitzler syndrome is not yet understood. 11le 
monoclonal IgM component can possibly intervene since it specifica lly recognizes 3n cp idcm181 
antigen. In tll is way, it could stimulate the keratinocytes which in tum could trigger tllC urtic.'lria 
by cytokine release. 
94P 
EXOGENOUS MECHAN1CAL STRAIN INCREASES COLLAGEN AND ADHESION 
MOLECULES SYNTHESIS IN YOUNG COLLAGEN LATTICES 
Roche I · Lambert Ch"· Asserin J. Schmitt 0..... LnpiCrc Ch $a Agnchc p. Humbert Ph • 
... Lab. de Biophysique Cutnnec, F3CUit6 de Mooecine Phamlncie. Besan~on ." Lab. de 
Biologie des Tissus Conjoncti fs, Liege, Belgique.·" Inserm U346~ Hapilnl Ed. Hemat. 
Pav. R, Lyon. 
The structural orgnnization and synthesis of human dermis may be modulated by the 
intensity of mechanical forces within the ti ssue. Previous studies have shown the effect af 
an Mdogenous mechanical strain o n co llagen mRNAs levels and alP I integon and 
fibronectin (FN) e,xpression. To study the influence of an ~cnolJs mechanical stress on 
the production for the ~e comp~n~nts, rectangular tense colla~en lattices were specially 
created. They were obtamed by mlxmg human fibroblasts (8 10 C/ml) with bovine type I 
collagen (3mglml). On young lattices (24h) and on ma.ure lattices (5d). 0.5% progressive 
extcnsions were made at a So/Js f31C for 20h. Collagen 0.1 j and coll agenase mRNAs were 
measured by R T -PCR, a2~ I integrin and FN expression were analysed by flow cytomet1)'. 
At day I, collagen synthcsis was significantly increased (+289%. n=3) in « stressed » 
lattices as compared to ( unstressed » laH i ces~ Ihis is no more observed at day 5. 
Collagenase was inversely regulated and was reduced (-50%) by day I and by day 5. In 
the same way, at day 1, a.2P I subunilS and FN expression were significantly increased in 
« stressed» latti ces. At day 5, the increase was much smaller. 
\Ve have demonstrated that mechanical c:-..1.ension can modulate cell phenotype. The 
sensitivity to mechanical stress seems to be in accordance with the age of lattice and its 
endogenous tension. 
• Abstract n os. 89P, 90P, and 92P a rc unpublished. 
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SOMATOSTATIN IS EX PRESSED IN NORMAL I·IUMAN EPIDERMIS. 
A Gallclillore l, L, Misery l,2, kJk!])1!I!P, C SOllohier4, ~2, D, 50hl11illl . 
IINSERM U346. 2Depanmenl of Dermalology. 31NSERM U45, E.Herriol Hospilal. 
4Cemcr of Q lI:lnlimclry, Claude Bernard Un iversity; LYON , FRANCE 
Somatostatin (SOM) consists in a fourteen or IwcllIy·cigh t nmil1o-Hcid Ilcuropcptidc. 
These two forms are biolog ica lly ac tives and nrc present in vario llS ti ssue: bra in, 
pancreas. SOM-28 is preominent in intestine. We have searched for the ex pression of 
SOM ill IIlJlnn.n normal skin using d ifferent techniques: immunofluorescence (IF), 
confoctl l Joser scnnning microscopy (CLSM), radioimmunoassay (RIA ), and 
chromatogmphy, 
hn l11lJl1ofluorcsccncc study was pcrforn1cd lIsing II rabbit polyclol1ul antiserum anti -
SOM (A mcrslwl11 ). Doublc st:l llings with the samc alltibody as below ilnd spccific 
Langerhans ce ll (LC) monoclonal antibody di rected to CO la were observed in CLSM. 
RIA was pcrformed wi th un antiserum 56D on eX Ir:lCIS of human whole skin, or 
cpidcml<11 cel l sllspensions, or LC-cnricllcd suspensions. These extraCls were uscd for 
~lirnJ11;' lography on SCPHADEX GSC. 
Suprab~\sal cells or whole cpidcnllis were SCM-immulloreaclive. CLSM showed th:.u 
SOM posi ti vi ty W a S expressed On the cytoplasmic l11embru ne of Le. SOM 
cO l1 centra tions in whole sk in W<l S O,13±O,02 fmo l/ Illg of ti ssue. SOM dosage in 
epidermal ce ll suspensions was 1,S±O,9 fmol/106 celi s. Results for LC-cnri chcd 
sLi spensions showed large variations among dOll ars and anatomical site. Only a ile 
immunoreact ive peak eluted like SOM~ 14 was observed 011 clution prolil. 
These results ;lilow uS to :lssen the presence of SOM -14 in hUI11<1J1 normal skill , and 
more C$PCci;ll\y in epidermis. This ncurope\)lide m:'iy be invo\ved \n skin biology ;md 
in pa thophysiology of some skin diseases. 
97P 
QUANTlf lCATION OF SURFACE MOLECULES ON VIABLE IlUMAN 
EPIDERMAL CELLS. L, Meunier L. Vinn'. C, Lagoueyte·. T, Lavabre-Bertrand' 
, C Duperrayo. J Miynad jer and J P Cano-, SeNice de Demlatologie. Hopital St-
Charles, Monlpcllicr. Lab. de ToxicoJogk Facultc de Phamlacie, Montpellier, °Unitc 
TNSERM 291 , Monlpellier, France, 
In order to detcrmine the absolute mean nllmbcr of surface molecu les per cell in 
human epidermis, we perfonned dual and triple color now cytometric analysis of 
epidermal celt (EC) suspensions by using a quantitative immuno-nuorescence indirect 
assay with non-fluorescent plastic beads coated wilh different amounts of CDS 
monoclonal antibodies. Beads standards were processed in parallel to EC to be tested 
and fixed in the same conditions. Fluorescence intensity measured in the different 
standards was used to calculate the standard regression line which allowed to convert 
mean fluorescence in tensi ty va lues of surface markers into numbers of antigen 
molecules expressed per viab le cell. For that purpose, we first demonstrated that 
Streptavidin-tricolor (SA-TC) was a reliable marker for non-viable and fixed EC. We 
verified that working concent rations of tested monoclonal antibodies were satura ting. 
Our results demonstrated a weak expression of MHC class I molecules on viable 
CD la+DR+SA-TC- epidermal Langerhans cells (LC) (163 ± 19 x 103 molecules/cell) 
compared 10 viable (SA-TC-) kera linocyles (785 ± 11 0 x 103 molecules/cell) (n=5), 
Mean antigen density of}-lLA-DR and CDla molecules on viable LC were 579 ± 82 x: 
103 moleculeslcell (n=5) and 1600 ± 133 x 103 molecules/cell (n=5), respectively, 
Quantitative flow cytomctry (i.e. quantimetry) on viable EC aUows to evaluate the 
expression of membrane antigens and surface receptors on a cell per cell basis and may 
be of interest for group comparisons from multiple individuals. This new met hod may 
be proposed for monit oring therapeutic trials with immuno-phenotypic standardizing 
approaches. 
99P 
MEASUREMENT OF p·GLUCOCEREBROSlDASE ACTIVITY EX VIVO 
D Redoules g , To[roux, MF AssoUt, C Saint·Mortory. Y..........Qill, 
Pdle Recherche & Evalualion. BP 74, 3 1322 Coslonel rolosan, FRANCE, 
A review of recem literature shows the stralum corneum to be the site of signiliea", 
metabolic activity in terms of the initiation and maintenance of il'S barrier function . 
In terrest ria l mammals, the phospholipids and glycolipids of the viable epidermis are 
replaced in the stratum corneum by a mixture of cerami des, free fatty ncids nod cholesterol 
which arc loca li sed in the extracellular spaces. 
The arrangement of highly lipophilic cCfllmide and free f.1lty acid hydrocarbon chains 
confers to the stratUl\\ cornC\1m it's CUlaneous barricr f\lnction, 
Among the enzymcs responsable for these lipid conversions, p-glucocercbrosidase 
Seems to have 11 fundamental ro le. For ex:ample, Ihe topical treatmcnt of mice wi th an 
inhibitor of this enzyme (bronlOconduritol-p epoxide) leads to an "cute disruption of 
barrier function, 
We have developed a method for determining the glycolyt ic activity of 
p-glucoccrebrosidase from strippings of human stratulll corncum. This method has bem) 
ap plied to samples taken fro lll a group of normal subjects to determine individual and 
seasonal variations of the hydrolytic nClivity of p-glucocerebrosidase. 
for thi s, we used liS substrate 4-mcthylumbel\iferyl P D glucopyranoside, whose 
hydrolysis may be followed by the separation and quantification of the chromophore on 
silica plates. 
This approach provides an additional. complementary insight for classical 
dermocosmetic evaluation methods with regard to skin barrier function physiology_ 
• Abst ract no. lOOP is u n published. 
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96P 
IN VITRO MODULATION OF INTEG RI NS ON fJASAL KERATINOCYTES 
(a6p4, a2p l , a3pl) BY INTERFERON·ALPI IA AND INTERFERON·GAM III. I. 
TCD'1\\ld I Sr.in\c-Mar;c 0 !umhQu 11 1.;\0\\'" f\ Qreuo, Lt\bonnory or CUUH1COUS 
immuno-oncology C. 1-1 . U. Nnnlcs Frunce. 
In terferon alphn (IFNa) and in terferon gam ma (IFNy) slimulate 1Il1l0-antibodies 
production directed agninst epiderm:)} antigens. Thus. some studies hn\'e dcmonstrated 
some an tibodies directed ognillst basal I11cll1brune during trcmments with INF-(.( and '( 
llJ1d ill vi tro upreguJalion of Ihe I3ulJous Pemphigoid Antigen expression. It was shown 
thaI CX6P .1 illlcgrin and morc purliculurly its CX6 subunit \VIIS tightly linked with Bullous 
Pemphigoid Ant igens (180 und 220 kDa). The aim of ollr work is to slUdy in \'itro 
modulation induced by IFNa and If Ny on Ihe expression 01' aup,. 0.,11, ""d aJ~' on 
normal keratinocytcs. Normal human kcrntinoeytes were cultured in monolayer. then 
incubaled for 48 hours wilh IFN-a (1000 Uiml), IF .y (500 U/IllI ) and cOnJrol 11led ium. 
The \I\\egrins expression is evaluated by FACS. The experimentations were performed 
in dupliclltc. 
Thus, wc obtained an inhibitory effect of IFN-a on the expression of 0.2. (.(3. pI . a6 
Ilnd P4 and on the contrary all inductor effec t or lFNy 011 the expression of these 
subunits and also on a5 and cxV. In conclusioll. IFN-yand not C( would be responsible 
for the in vilro up-regulmion of a6p4 expression. Presenl in large amount in pemphigoid 
bullous blis ter nu id, it could bc responsible for the up-regulation of these molecules 
expression and could main tain nllloantibodics producticlIl . 
98P 
EVIDENCE TIi.'.T CORNEODESMOSIN IS 1\ GLYCOSYLA.TED COMI'ONENT OF 
CORNEODESMOSOMES IN HUMI\N EPIDERMIS, M, Simon M. MOlllCzi", M. 
Guerrin G Serre Dcpar1mellt or Biology und Pnt hology of the Cell, INSERM CJF 9602-lfR 
30. Purp:m School of Medicine. Tou lollse, France. 
Recent data indicated the key role or comcodesmosomcs (the comeocytc-spccific intercell ular 
junctions) in comcooyte cohesion [Ind dcsquamntion. In par1icular, proteolysis or one of their 
components, comcodcsmos in, wus described as essential for comeocyte detachment tlt skin 
surfuce. The heterogeneity or comeodesmosin migration in 20 gel electrophoresis, lind the 2 
potential N-glycosylution sites deduced rrom its sequcnce, recent ly obtained by cD A 
cloning. suggest the protein to be glycosylnted. 
To test this hypothes is, proleins of a human cpidcrmnl extract contain ing the 52-56 kD 
comcodesmosin were immunodetected with G36-19 and F28-27, 2 monoclonal antibodies 
specific for comeodesl1los in , berore and Dfter extensive treatment performed with various 
glycosyd\\scs: PNGasc F, cndo-a-N-aeetylgah\C10S,lminidase t\nd ncuruminidnse. 
Glycoprotcins or the ex tract were <l lso affi n ity~purifi cd by chromatography all ConA 
Sephnrosc 3nd tested on imn1unoblots with both the an tibodies. Finu ll y, comeodesltlosin WIl.S 
irnmunoprccipitated, tr:msferrcd to membrane and nllalyz.ed with biolinylutcd lectin s. 
PNGnse F treatmcnt induced n decreasc or roughly 5 kD in the apparent molecular nmss of 
comeodcsmosin. However, treatment wi th the other enzymes did nOI modiry the gcl migration 
of corneodcsmosin. Moreover. the protein wns eluted rrom ConA wi th methyl a-{). 
rnllllllopynllloside, a competitive sugar. 
These results show tlmt human corneodeslllosin is a glycoprote in comprising -5 kD N·linked 
oligosaccharides, Dnd suggest that sinlic acid res idues nrc not or slightly prescnt in the 
molecule. The cnrbohydr.Jtc moielies IIllly participate co plIllIliYe adhesion properties of 
corneodesmosin and/or may trnnsient ly protect it uguinst proteolys is, during ITliituralion of the 
stratum corneum. 
101P 
STRATUM CORNEUM AND CUtANEOUS BARRIER. HISTOLOGICAL AND ULTRASTRUCTURAL 
STUDIES AFTER AN APPLICATION OF EMOLLIENT PREPARATtON ON OESHYORATEO SKIN 
M. CHARVERON' I M.F. ARIES' If. CfRUTt' J Y. GALL' I J.E SURLEVE BAZEtLLE2 I Y. 
NEVEUX I 
~RRE FABRE RESEARCH INSTtTUTE I TOULOUSE 
~ 2 - BIOLOGIE CELLULAIRE IAICROSCOPIE ElEC1RONIQUE _ UNiVERSI1E BORDEAUX. 1 
TALENCE, 
Considered before as an homogeltcous prolcclh'e la~cr. Ihe swllulIl cornellm ailcr an uhr:lstrtleturnl 
examinntion is. in r.'let. nn heterogeneous structure wi th a prolein froc tioll : The COrllcOC)1es 
inctuded in the lipid matrh:. ThI S organis.'l tion represents the sk in barrier function. However. the 
st r:llUm cornelllH \I:ller permeabi lity is 1I0t only duc to its lipid composi tion but also the st rocturnl 
arrrlngel11ent of thesc intereorncocytc lipitllll),ets. Bes ides. an :ICll te lesion Or In nd 3 chronic irril3tion 
can nlter thi s pcrmc:lbitity by an epidermnl supe rficiat deso rg.'lliismion. This alterntion "'as I'ealised 
by Ihe dchydrntion by :l iT orn ski n biopsy. in e .... pcrimcmnl co ndllio ns, Tllen II rcstnlclurnl etrcci nJler 
IIIl emolli en t sub~t:mcc app/ ie:Hlol1. \\':lS sho\\11 by 'mious histvlogicnt nlld u/lrnslruc(Ural stud ies. 
An histologicnl study. on cryosec tion slice ilOer ;" .. Ia~ er's hemntu ll staining, shows a str;IIUIll corneum 
\h\clmcss fcco\'er)'. Nil Red jlCl\e.lr:\\ioll. assessed b~ con(oe;,\ microscope. n\lowed to S\IOW " stain 
pcnetmlion deereasc after n cur;ltj, e Irentlllcnt "ith Ihe emoll ic nI prcparotion comparatively to the 
dnrnagcd skin A scanning cllX'trou nw:roscopy obscnatlon of (ro7.CII specimen by simple cryogenic 
method nllo\\ cd to obsen'e the different epidermiC t a~'crs and so n Good cohesion of the strntum 
comel/Ill "Ocr the tre;UllIel1l An obserWlIioll or some sa mples post fixed by Ru thenium telro:';yde. by 
trnnsnl isslon electron nlicroscopy sho\\s nil anlorphous m;lt ter in the firsl layers or str.tlUIll comeum. 
Thts cl1Ioll iel1l prepnr;1tioll (lcIY;1I1e) contributes to reslrueturation or Ihe cutaneous bnrricr by 
diffusinG th rQugh Ihe strnlul11 co rncul11 illicrstices. 
